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INTRODUCTION
Many of the proponents of man-made global warming are now claiming that climate change is
worse than they predicted. According to an October 18, 2011 Daily Climate article, global
warming activists claim that the “evidence builds that scientists underplay climate impacts” and
“if anything, global climate disruption is likely to be significantly worse than has been
suggested.”
But this exclusive Climate Depot exhaustive A-Z Climate Reality Check report on the scientific
reality of the failure of man-made global warming shatters any such illusions that the climate is
“worse than we thought.” As the real world evidence mounts that global warming claims are
failing, the climate activists have ramped up predictions of future climate change impacts to
declare that it “worse than we thought.” But a prediction or projection of 50-100 years into the
future is not “evidence.” Recent scientific data and developments reveal that Mother Nature is
playing a cruel joke on the promoters of man-made climate fears.
The scientific reality is that on virtually every claim -- from A-Z -- the claims of the
promoters of man-made climate fears are failing, and in many instances the claims are
moving in the opposite direction. The global warming movement is suffering the scientific
death of a thousand cuts. This Climate Depot special report categorizes and indexes the full
range of climate developments in a handy A-Z reference guide. The A-Z report includes
key facts, peer-reviewed studies and the latest data and developments with links for further
reading, on an exhaustive range of man-made global warming claims.
The Antarctic sea ice extent has been at or near record extent in the past few summers and the ice
is expanding, the Arctic has rebounded in recent years since the low point in 2007, polar bears
are thriving, sea level is not showing acceleration and is actually dropping, Cholera and Malaria
are failing to follow global warming predictions, Mount Kilimanjaro melt fears are being made a
mockery by gains in snow cover, global temperatures have been holding steady for a decade or
more and many scientists are predicting global cooling is ahead, deaths due to extreme weather
are radically declining, global tropical cyclone activity is near historic lows, the frequency of
major U.S. hurricanes has declined, the oceans are missing their predicted heat content, big
tornados have dramatically declined since the 1970s, droughts are not historically unusual nor
caused by mankind, there is no evidence we are currently having unusual weather, scandals
continue to rock the climate fear movement, the UN IPCC has been exposed as being a hotbed of
environmental activists, former Vice President Al Gore is now under siege by his fellow global
warming activists for attempting to link every bad weather event to man-made global warming
and scientists from around the world continue to dissent from man-made climate fears at a rapid
pace.
Climate Depot’s new A-Z report reveals that the great man-made global warming
catastrophe that was predicted – has been cancelled.
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In addition to the scientific collapse of anthropogenic global warming fears, the political collapse
has been just as stunning. President Obama has been criticized by former Vice President Al Gore
for failing to do enough when it comes to climate change legislation. The now defunct and
“scientifically meaningless” Congressional climate bill failed because the Democrats realized it
was political suicide. The new political expediency in Washington is global warming skepticism.
The UN global warming treaty process lay in shambles. See: Democrat Walter Russell Mead
analyzes Gore: Gore steered the green movement ‘into a tsunami of defeat that...will loom as one
of the greatest failures of civil society in all time.’
Proponents of anthropogenic climate change have been reduced to making outlandish claims of a
mythical 97% or 98% consensus. See: Global Warming: A ‘98% Consensus Of Nothing’: ‘Only
shameless activists or statistically ignorant claim that survey of 77 anonymous scientists’ is proof
of 98% ‘consensus’. Once esteemed science groups like the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) have now corrupted and have used taxpayer money to lobby for the passage of climate
bills. See: Ralph Cicerone’s Shame: NAS Urges Carbon Tax, Becomes Advocacy Group -‘political appointees heading politicized scientific institutions that are virtually 100% dependent
on gov’t funding’ & NAS Pres. Ralph Cicerone Turns Science Org. into political advocacy
group: $6 million NAS study is used to lobby for global warming bill & MIT’s Richard Lindzen:
‘Cicerone of NAS is saying that regardless of evidence the answer is predetermined. If gov’t
wants carbon control, that is the answer that the NAS will provide’
Movement ‘was bound to fail’
A movement that had Al Gore – one of the most divisive political figures – as the face of the
movement, was bound to fail. A movement that utilized the scandal ridden United Nations –
which is massively distrusted by the American people – as the repository of science, was doomed
to fail. Gore and the UN IPCC are now reduced to pointing to every storm, flood, hurricane or
tornado as proof of man-made global warming. The UN has been reduced to blaming man-made
global warming for prostitution. See: Climate Astrology -- ‘It Has Been Foretold’ of Extreme
Weather: ‘UN IPCC science has a status similar to interpretations of Nostradamus and the
Mayan calendars’ & Climate Astrology borrows from the past: ‘Before That Witch Moved Into
The Neighborhood, We Never Had Bad Weather Or Disease’
But a scientific moment of clarity is now prevailing: The UN and the U.S. Congress do not have
the power to legislate, tax or regulate the weather. See: Princeton University Physicist Dr. Will
Happer: ‘The idea that Congress can stop climate change is just hilarious’ - Warns of ‘climate
change cult’ - July 8, 2009 - Prominent scientists continue to challenge the alleged “consensus.”
See: Nobel Prize-Winning Physicist Who Endorsed Obama Dissents! Dr. Ivar Giaever Resigns
from American Physical Society Over Group’s Promotion of Man-Made Global Warming
‘Climate change is governed by hundreds of factors, or variables’
The idea that CO2, a trace essential gas in the atmosphere that humans exhale form their mouth,
is the main climate driver is now being challenged by peer-reviewed studies, data and scientists
from around the globe. It is not simply, the sun or CO2 when looking at global temperatures, it is
5
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the Sun, volcanoes, tilt of the Earth’s axis, water vapor, methane, clouds, ocean cycles, plate
tectonics, albedo, atmospheric dust, Atmospheric Circulation, cosmic rays, particulates like
Carbon Soot, forests and land use, etc. Climate change is governed by hundreds of factors, or
variables, not just CO2.
Professor Emeritus of Biogeography Philip Stott of the University of London explained the crux
of the entire global warming debate when he rebutted the notion that CO2 is the main climate
driver.
“As I have said, over and over again, the fundamental point has always been this: climate change
is governed by hundreds of factors, or variables, and the very idea that we can manage climate
change predictably by understanding and manipulating at the margins one politically-selected
factor (CO2), is as misguided as it gets,” Stott wrote.
Even the global warming activists at RealClimate.org admitted to this key climate reality in a
September 20, 2008 article. “The actual temperature rise is an emergent property resulting from
interactions among hundreds of factors,” RealClimate.org explained.
The global warming movement continues to lose scientists, many formerly with the UN IPCC.
See: More Than 1000 International Scientists Dissent Over Man-Made Global Warming Claims Challenge UN IPCC & Gore
The future does not look bright for global warming activists as more scandals continue to rock
the movement. See: Climate Depot’s Exclusive Round Up of Climategate 2.0 – Read about the
most comprehensive report on the latest global warming scandal – Even warmists are lamenting
that Climate 2.o may be ‘devastating’: ‘These [emails] sound worse than I thought at first – their
impact will be devastating’
MIT climate scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen has observed that “Ordinary people see through manmade climate fears -- but educated people are very vulnerable.”

www.ClimateDepot.com
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A-Z Climate Reality Check (Editor’s Note: This A-Z report will be regularly updated and will
serve as a handy reference guide to man-made global warming claims.)

A
ANTARCTIC
The Antarctic sea ice extent has been at or near record extent in past few summers and the ice
has been expanding. Antarctica is failing to follow the predictions of man-made global warming
activists.
Inconvenient truth: Antarctica sea ice extent growing 1.43% per year -- ‘A paper published today
in Journal of Climate examines the trend of sea ice extent along the East Antarctic coast from
2000 to 2008 and finds a significant increase of 1.43% per year’
No Trend In Antarctic Temperatures: ‘NASA’s Hansen forecast Antarctica would be fastest
warming place on Earth. Instead we have seen a slight downwards trend’
Antarctica sea ice shows accelerating increase over past 30 years: ‘Journal Climate Dynamics
finds ‘Antarctic sea ice extent shows an increased trend during 1979–2009’ – ‘...with a trend rate
of 1.36 ± 0.43% per decade. Ensemble empirical mode decomposition analysis shows that the
rate of the increased trend has been accelerating in the past decade’
Rumors Of Antarctica’s Demise Were Exaggerated: ‘Turns out there hasn’t been any polar
amplification after all...Scientist Franzisca Nehring ‘feels global warming hasn’t really affected
the ice’ -- Nehring: ‘It’s too easy to say that Antarctica is warmed by 1-2 degrees but, I’d infer,
that is not really true’
Science Mag: A new reanalysis ‘slashes the estimated loss from East Antarctica, challenging the
large, headline-grabbing losses reported lately for the continent as a whole’
NASA Research Reveals Antarctica Ice Sheet Melt Just A Fraction of Climate Model
Predictions
More Blows to Warmists! New Antarctica Research: The IPCC ‘Consensus’ Science Is Turned
Topsy-Turvy -- ‘Scientists have been caught completely unaware of the substantial ice growth
occurring below Antarctica, in addition to the obvious massive cumulative ice growth on the
surface’
Study finds West Antarctic Ice Sheet May Not Be Losing Ice As Fast As Once Thought
Latest Research Disproves IPCC’s Climategate Hockey-Stick: Antarctica Was Warmer During
Medieval Period
7
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Antarctica: ‘Averaged out, sea ice around the Frozen Continent has grown by a little less than
1% per decade’
No Trend In Antarctic Temperatures Since 1979
2008, peer-reviewed paper in AGU (American Geophysical Union) found “A doubling in snow
accumulation in the western Antarctic Peninsula since 1850.”
Arctic Reality Check: Why isn’t the cooling Antarctic considered ‘an indicator of what might
happen to the rest of the world?’ - By Climate Scientist Dr. Ben Herman.
2007 study reveals Antarctica is not following predicted global warming models - Senate Report:
Media Hype on ‘Melting’ Antarctic Ignores Record Ice Growth
Vostok, Antarctica Current Temperatures Still Significantly Below Roman & Medieval Peaks
Not Global Warming: Winds are Dominant Cause of Greenland and West Antarctic Ice Sheet
Losses – October 3, 2008 -- Excerpt: Two new studies summarized in a news article in Science
magazine point to wind-induced circulation changes in the ocean as the dominant cause of the
recent ice losses through the glaciers draining both the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets,
not ‘global warming.’
2009 Report: Scientists, Data Challenge New Antarctic ‘Warming’ Study: ‘It is hard to make
data where none exist’ - Comprehensive Data Round Up Debunks New Antarctic ‘Estimate of
Temperature Trends’
NSIDC Shows 2010 Antarctic Spring/Summer Sea Ice Above Normal For Two Straight Years
Flashback 2004: ‘Antarctica will soon be the only place to live’ -- UK Government’s Chief
Warmist Scientist Professor Sir David King -- How is that working out for you?
Where is the Media? ‘Southern Hemisphere Sea Ice Extent Anomaly for November was a record
high’
2008 Senate Report: Media Hype on ‘Melting’ Antarctic Ignores Record Ice Growth
For more on Antarctica go here.

ARCTIC
The Arctic has rebounded from its satellite era (since 1979) low point in 2007 in recent years and
is failing to follow the dire warnings issued by anthropogenic global warming scientists and
activists.
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2011: Arctic Ice Growth Fastest On Record
After Arctic ice grew by 9,000 Manhattans in four years, But Time Mag. claims that Arctic ice is
‘vanishing fast’
2011 Sees 9000 Manhattans Of Arctic Ice Recovery Since Low Point in 2007
‘Sept. 24, 2007 was the date of the lowest JAXA Arctic ice extent...JAXS shows that there are
9,000 more Manhattans of ice than there was on this date in 2007. That is 1/4 of a Manhattan of
extra ice for each Polar Bear! At lower Manhattan prices, that much acreage would cost over a
trillion dollars’
NY Times correspondent Andrew Revkin’s Arctic shocker: ‘I’m not worried about resilience of
Arctic ecosystems & not worried about system tipping (point)...I don’t go for system being in a
‘death spiral’ -- Revkin: ‘The main source of my Arctic comfort level — besides what I learned
while camped with scientists on the N. Pole sea ice — is the growing body of work on past
variability of conditions in Arctic’
1853: 40 Degree Water And An Open Sea At The Pole Scientist mocks: Today, the Arctic is the
fastest warming place on Earth, which is why it is colder there now than it was 160 years ago’
1947 Shock News: Arctic Meltdown To Flood The Coasts! ‘Arctic glaciers are melting so fast
that if something does not happen to retard the rate vast areas of inhabited coasts and low-lying
country in various sections of the world may be- come flooded’
Three Metre Thick Ice Area Has Doubled Since Last Year: ‘According to the US Navy, the area
of 3+ metre thick ice has doubled since last autumn’ -- ‘This agrees with NSIDC graphs which
show an increase in the area of thick multi-year ice’
New Study: Arctic ice shelf broke up before and then re-froze – ‘long before industrialization
had any impact on the planet’
Arctic ‘experienced a major fracture that resulted in an overall reduction of ice shelf some 1,400
years ago. This isn’t the first time that the shelf ice has melted and broken apart’
PIOMAS On Thin Ice: 'PIOMAS (Pan-Arctic Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System) has
become one of the last refuges of the climate scoundrels' -'PIOMAS claims the average thickness
of the ice is a very thin 0.72 metres. By contrast, the US Navy shows that the average ice
thickness is more than twice that thick'
Analysis: ‘Even the Arctic is letting the Warmists down...So by judiciously cherry picking the
data, Warmists have been able to assert that the Arctic is melting’
A NASA study published in the peer-reviewed journal Geophysical Research Letters on October
4, 2007 found “unusual winds” in the Arctic blew “older thicker” ice to warmer southern waters.
A November 2007 peer-reviewed study in the journal Nature found natural cause for rapid Arctic
warming. [The study] identifies a natural, cyclical flow of atmospheric energy around the Arctic
Circle. A team of researchers, led by Rune Graversen of Stockholm University, conclude this
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energy flow may be responsible for the majority of recent Arctic warming. The study specifically
rules out global warming or albedo changes from snow and ice loss as the cause, due to the
“vertical structure” of the warming
A November 2007 peer-reviewed study conducted by a team of NASA and university experts
found cyclical changes in ocean currents impacting the Arctic. Excerpt: “Our study confirms
many changes seen in upper Arctic Ocean circulation in the 1990s were mostly decadal in nature,
rather than trends caused by global warming,”
NASA Study Blames Natural High Pressure Leading to More Sunny Days for Arctic Ice
Reduction Excerpt: But experts say it was the peculiar weather Mother Nature offered up last
summer - whatever caused it - that is largely to blame for the recent unusual events. There was a
high-pressure system that sat over the Arctic for much of the summer. It shooed away clouds,
leaving the sun alone to beat down.
UK Met Office: Arctic Ice Changes ‘Could Easily be Due to Natural Fluctuations in the
Weather’ - Feb. 11, 2009
A 2005 peer-reviewed study in Geophysical Research Letters by astrophysicist Dr. Willie Soon,
solar irradiance appears to be the key to Arctic temperatures.
Arctic Ice Changes in past 3 years due to ‘shifting winds’ - 2009 - Oceanographer and Arctic
researcher Jane Eert said “dramatic [Arctic ice] changes in the past three years are the result of
shifting winds.” “Enormous amounts of ice have ‘been exported from the Arctic,’ driven by
winds that are shifting,”
Obama Science Advisor John Holdren ‘desperately needs remedial climate science education!’
Holdren ridiculed for claiming Arctic could be ICE FREE IN WINTER!
This is who Romney seeks climate advice from?! Scientist Ridicules John Holdren: He ‘appears
to have less scientific competence than most 1st graders’ -- John Holdren in 2009: ‘If you lose
the summer [Arctic] sea ice, there are phenomena that could lead you not so very long thereafter
to lose the winter sea ice as well. And if you lose that sea ice year round, it’s going to mean
drastic climatic change all over the hemisphere.’
Arctic Comedy: Global warming trek ‘makes it less than half way’ to North Pole due to temps
dropping below -40C!
Peer-Reviewed Study: Are lemmings protecting the Earth from global warming? ‘Are lemmings
guilty of a dangerous jump - in Arctic temperatures?’ -- ‘Greening’ of Arctic not caused by
warming, but by lemmings Lemming habitats full of grass and sedge Greenhouse gas released by
decomposing plants...the environmental impact of lemmings, whose presence causes lichens to
be replaced by grasses and sedge...’Our paper confirms that we really need to be careful
attributing the greening of the Arctic to global warming alone’
For more on Arctic go here.
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B
BIRDS
Models say warming should cause birds to get smaller, measurements show birds getting bigger;
CO2 blamed
Debunked already: Global warming makes animals shrink: ‘Last month, a study that claimed
global warming would shrink animals by causing them to grow faster and stop growing sooner,
leaving them smaller. Scarcely 30 days later, however, San Francisco State University
researchers report that global warming is making birds get bigger’

C
CHOLERA
Another claim bites the dust! Cholera outbreaks ‘not caused’ by warmer seas: Claim that cholera
outbreaks are linked to global warming has been challenged by new study -- ‘Warmer sea temps
that correlate with the outbreaks but do not cause them. Outbreaks follow the blooming which is
associated with warmer seas...but blooms of phytoplankton are driven by river discharges rather
than warmer seas...phytoplankton...thrives in cold, not warm, water’
Claim that ‘climate change is the cholera of our era’ ridiculed as ‘load of garbage’ by renowned
disease expert Paul Reiter -- ‘I am flabbergasted that this can go on, and on, and on’
Another one bites the dust! Cholera-global warming link debunked: ‘Observed positive
correlation between [sea surface temps] and chlorophyll is in fact not causal, and should not form
the basis to infer or construct prediction models for cholera outbreaks’

CLIMATE ASTROLOGY
Obama’s ‘Climate Astrologer’: Energy Sec. Chu claims he knows ‘what the future will be 100
years from now’ – Chu: ‘At no other time in the history of science have we been able to say what
the future will be 100 years from now.’ -- ‘Shouldn’t Chu be touting these scary predictions of
the year 2100 on a boardwalk with a full deck of Tarot Cards?’
Planet Healer Obama Calls It: In 2008, he declared his presidency would result in ‘the rise of the
oceans beginning to slow’ -- And By 2011, Sea Level Drops! Obama ‘presided over what some
scientists are terming an ‘historic decline’ in global sea levels’
11
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La Cosa Climate: Commerce Sec. Warns: Americans Need ‘To Pay’ Or Face Mother Nature’s
Wrath -- Pay up or face ‘floods, droughts and rising sea levels’ - July 17, 2009
Climatologist: Modern belief that mankind controls climate ‘not that different from ancient
civilizations making sacrifices to the gods of nature’
We’re Saved?! Politicians at UN Announce They Will Control Earth’s Thermostat! Climate Deal
‘sets a cap on worldwide temp increases at no more than 2°C’
Salem Witch Trials during ‘Little Ice Age’: ‘Women suspected of being witches-- were often
accused of changing the weather’
Have we advanced? ‘Aztec priests encouraged people to sacrifice blood to the gods’ to end
severe drought in 1450 - ‘Sacrificed thousands of people in a few weeks’
‘Naked Girls plow parched fields in a bid to embarrass weather gods to bring badly needed
monsoon rain’ - ‘Chant ancient hymns after sunset to invoke the gods’ in India - July 24, 2009
[Climate Depot Note: The ‘naked’ farm girls attempt to control the climate is as plausible as
President Obama’s G8 Pledge to limit the Earth’s Temps. In fact, Climate Depot votes for the
“naked farm girls” to have a much better chance of succeeding than Obama and the G8 leaders.
Kenya’s rainmakers -- using trees, pots and herbs -- called to combat climate change - - ‘Kenya’s
Nganyi rainmakers [have] long vilified as sorcerers...the magic of their art involves the sacrifice
of animals and libations in secret forest shrines...” - September 20, 2009
Congressional Weather-Makers: ‘Climate Astrologer’ Boxer warns of ‘droughts, floods, fires,
loss of species’ -- if Senate fails to pass climate bill - July 11, 2009
Climate Depot’s Morano: G8 Leaders embrace ‘climate astrology’ - Trying to control Earth’s
thermostat is ‘madness of our age’ - July 10, 2009 – Climate Depot note: ‘Who needs to be
educated here? Ugandans who blame bad weather on angry gods -- or is it Western leaders who
actually think they can control the climate?’
Which is more plausible? Ugandans blame drought and disease on the ‘angry gods’ -- While
More ‘Educated’ Western Leaders blame ‘cell phone chargers?!’ - July 8, 2009
UK Scientist Philip Stott mocks G8’s pledge to reduce temps: ‘Hubris...as if climate were neatly
controlled by a single dimmer light switch that can be twiddled up and down at the whim of
pompous politicians’ - July 12, 2009 - ‘Supreme Being of Global Warming’ must be worshipped
at all costs...the emperor has no clothes’
‘Channeling King Canute’: G-8 to ‘Prevent temps from rising...what if the Earth has other
plans?’ - July 9, 2009
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Controlling Nature? Obama backs ‘historic breakthrough’ in G8 climate talks - ‘Agree to goal of
keeping the world’s temps from rising more than 2C’ - July 9, 2009
President Obama made the scientifically indefensible claim that the Waxman-Markey climate
bill would stop global temperature increases of up to 5 degrees! Obama said on June 25, “A
long-term benefit is we’re leaving a planet to our children that isn’t four or five degrees hotter.”
President Obama has also claimed he can “block the Sun’s rays to end global warming.”
Princeton Physicist: ‘The idea that Congress can stop climate change is just hilarious’ - Warns of
‘climate change cult’ - July 8, 2009

CLIMATEGATE 1 & 2.0
UN scientists turn on each other: UN Scientist Declares Climategate colleagues Mann, Jones and
Rahmstorf ‘should be barred from the IPCC process’ -- They are ‘not credible any more’ -- UN
IPCC’s Eduardo Zorita: ‘By writing these lines I will just probably achieve that a few of my
future studies will, again, not see the light of publication’
Climate Depot’s Exclusive Round Up of Climategate 2.0 -- Read about the most comprehensive
report on the latest global warming scandal -- Even warmists are lamenting that Climate 2.o may
be ‘devastating’: ‘These [emails] sound worse than I thought at first – their impact will be
devastating’
Media Game-Changer: UK Daily Mail: Climategate ‘undermines not only the CRU but the UN
IPCC’
CBC’s Rex Murphy Unloads About ClimateGate: It ‘pulls back the curtain on pettiness, turf
protection, manipulation, defiance of FOIA, loss or destroyed data and attempts to blacklist’ -‘Science has gone to bed with advocacy and both have had a very good time’
Climategate 2.0: ‘The UN IPCC loses its last credibility’ -- Latest scandal ‘eliminates any
credibility the organization had left’ -- By the end of March 2010, at least 16 claims of
impending climate doom in IPCC’s vaunted 2007 report had been based on work done by
environmental activists,
Princeton Physicist on Climategate: ‘I view it as science fraud, pure and simple’ -- Internal
pressure mounts on science org. to rescind climate statement
Prominent Physicist Resigns: ‘Climategate was a fraud on a scale I have never seen...Effect on
APS position: None. None at all. This is not science’
Penn State’s other investigation failure: ‘Failure to ensure proper investigation of Climategate
emails’ of Michael Mann -- The Penn State inquiry exonerating Michael Mann — the
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paleoclimatologist who came up with “the hockey stick” — would be difficult to parody. Three
of four allegations are dismissed out of hand at the outset’
Another UN Scientist Bails: UN IPCC Coordinating Author Dr. Philip Lloyd calls out IPCC
‘fraud’ -- ‘The result is not scientific’ - ‘The [UN IPCC] process is so flawed that the result is
tantamount to fraud. As an authority, the IPCC should be consigned to the scrapheap without
delay’
Prominent Dutch Scientist: ‘Climategate e-mails prove the intent to deceive’ -- ‘This is no longer
genuine science’ - ‘These are politically motivated people...it is a religion, or something tidier -a belief’
Award-winning Israeli Astrophysicist Shaviv on Climategate: ‘Not news to me’ - Skeptics told
‘any paper which doesn’t support [man-made warming theory] is politically motivated, and
therefore has to be rejected’
Analysis: ‘The Shoddy Climategate Inquiries’
Shameful Shams: ‘Damning New Investigation Into Climategate Inquiries’ --Reports Were
‘Seriously inadequate’
Shameful Sham Climategate report urges ‘campaign to win hearts and minds’ to restore
confidence in global warming science -- ‘University of East Anglia’s enquiry into the conduct of
its own staff at its Climatic Research -- The most serious charge is poor communication -- Sir
Muir Russell even calls for ‘a concerted and sustained campaign to win hearts and minds’ to
restore confidence in the team’s work’ (Full PDF report here.)
The Muir Russell Review gets basic IPCC info wrong! Pielke Jr.: ‘The idea that IPCC presents a
‘best estimate’ understanding based on views of a selected group of scientists is completely
contrary to how IPCC characterizes its own work... ‘To suggest that the IPCC is “not to produce
a review of the scientific literature” is just plain wrong’
Climate Audit’s McIntyre on Climategate report: It ‘adopted a unique inquiry process in which
they interviewed only one side – CRU. As a result, report is heavily weighted towards CRU
apologia’ -Israeli Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv not surprised by ClimateGate: ‘Hysteria surrounding global
warming will fade over the years’ -- Shaviv: ‘An editor of one of the more prominent journals
wrote a colleague of mine that ‘any paper which doesn’t support anthropogenic GHG theory is
politically motivated, and therefore has to be rejected’
The manufacturing of the ‘consensus’: Book reveals ‘how many of the lead IPCC authors are not
experts in the field for the chapters they control’ -- Reveals ‘30% of the IPCC references are
from the ‘Grey’ literature, mainly from activist organizations like WWF, Greenpeace, EDF’
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How the WWF Infiltrated the IPCC: ‘It means that 15 chapters in 2007 Climate Bible were led
by WWF-affiliated scientists – their coordinating lead authors are members of the WWF’s panel’
WWF Influence at the Highest Levels of the IPCC: ‘Of the 32 members of IPCC’s core writing
team...11 of them (34%) are publicly affiliated with environmental NGOs’ -- Climate Con: ‘And
we’re really supposed to believe that the IPCC is a scientific organization writing purely
scientific reports’
Climate Science Scandals: List Of Gates Balloons To 129 -- 35 new gates have been added
Climate Depot’s report on the politics behind the UN IPCC
August 31, 2010 Financial Times Time for a change in climate research: “Now it is time to
implement fundamental reforms that would reduce the risk of bias and errors appearing in future
IPCC assessments, increase transparency and open up the whole field of climate research to the
widest possible range of scientific views.”
January 28, 2010 ABC News Can Climate Forecasts Still Be Trusted? Confidence Melting
Away: Doubters Grow in Climate Change Debate: But other climatologists are calling for
consequences. They insist that IPCC Chairman and Nobel laureate Rajendra Pachauri is no
longer acceptable as head of the panel, particularly because of his personal involvement in the
affair. “Pachauri should resign, so as to avert further damage to the IPCC,” says German
climatologist Hans von Storch. “He used the argument of the supposed threat to the Himalayan
glacier in his personal efforts to raise funds for research.” Storch claims that the Indian-born
scientist did not order the retraction of the erroneous prediction until it had generated
considerable public pressure.
February 15, 2010 Washington Post Series of missteps by climate scientists threatens climatechange agenda: “But recent revelations about flaws in that seminal report, ranging from typos in
key dates to sloppy sourcing, are undermining confidence not only in the panel’s work but also
in projections about climate change. Scientists who have pointed out problems in the report say
the panel’s methods and mistakes -- including admitting Saturday that it had overstated how
much of the Netherlands was below sea level -- give doubters an opening.”
February 17, 2010 New York Times Editorial “With Stakes This High”: Given the stakes, the
panel cannot allow more missteps and, at the very least, must tighten procedures and make its
deliberations more transparent. The panel’s chairman, Rajendra K. Pachauri, an Indian engineer,
also is under fire for taking consulting fees from business interests. Mr. Pachauri says he does
not profit personally and channels the fees to a nonprofit research center he runs in New Delhi.
Yet as the person most responsible for the panel’s integrity, he cannot afford even the appearance
of a conflict of interest…An overblown warning of crop failures in North Africa made it into the
final [IPCC] report.
January 20, 2010 Seth Borenstein Associated Press UN climate report riddled with errors on
glaciers: Five glaring errors were discovered in one paragraph of the world’s most authoritative
report on global warming, forcing the Nobel Prize-winning panel of climate scientists who wrote
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it to apologize and promise to be more careful. The errors are in a 2007 report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a U.N.-affiliated body. All the mistakes appear in a
subsection that suggests glaciers in the Himalayas could melt away by the year 2035 - hundreds
of years earlier than the data actually indicates. The year 2350 apparently was transposed as
2035.
January 21, 2010 Time magazine Himalayan Melting: How a Climate Panel Got It Wrong:
‘Glaciergate’ is a “black eye for the IPCC and for the climate-science community as a whole.”
January 21, 2010 Newsweek, The Economist Off-base camp - A mistaken claim about glaciers
raises questions about the UN’s climate panel: “This mixture of sloppiness, lack of
communication, and high-handedness gives the IPCC’s critics a lot to work with.”
UN IPCC Exposed: ‘Dozens’ of instances where WWF reports have been cited as the sole
authority for contentious claims, including one about coastal developments in Latin America’
NYT’s Revkin warns UN IPCC in ‘real trouble’: ‘Real trouble for IPCC when author admits
pushing policy with Himalayan glacier hype’
Indian Paper: UN IPCC climate chief Pachauri ‘failing to uphold standards of propriety in his
professional dealings’
Newsweek giving up on global warming? ‘Uncertain Science...climate researchers have lost the
public’s trust’ -- Notes ‘cascade of scandals’ from UN IPCC -- Newsweek: ‘Once celebrated
climate researchers feeling like the used-car salesmen’ -- ‘Some of IPCC’s most-quoted data &
recommendations were taken straight out of unchecked activist brochures, newspaper
articles...Just as damaging, many climate scientists have responded to critiques by questioning
the integrity of their critics, rather than by supplying data and reasoned arguments’
Sharon Begley of Newsweek: ‘Good Riddance to Copenhagen...stamp a big green R.I.P. over the
sprawling United Nations process’

CO2 – (CARBON DIOXIDE) LEVELS/IMPACT
Prominent Princeton U. Scientist Tells Congress: Earth in ‘CO2 Famine’ - Feb. 25, 2009 -Excerpt: ‘The increase of CO2 is not a cause for alarm and will be good for mankind’ :
Washington, DC — Award-winning Princeton University Physicist Dr. Will Happer declared
man-made global warming fears “mistaken” and noted that the Earth was currently in a “CO2
famine now.” Happer, who has published over 200 peer-reviewed scientific papers, made his
remarks during today’s Environment and Public Works Full Committee Hearing. “Many people
don’t realize that over geological time, we’re really in a CO2 famine now. Almost never has
CO2 levels been as low as it has been in the Holocene (geologic epoch) – 280 (parts per million ppm) – that’s unheard of. Most of the time [CO2 levels] have been at least 1000 (ppm) and it’s
been quite higher than that,” Happer told the Senate Committee. To read Happer’s complete
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opening statement click here: “Earth was just fine in those times,” Happer added. “The oceans
were fine, plants grew, animals grew fine.
Study: Biodiversity boomed during global warming -- teeming with plants and animals – August
7, 2009
Excerpt: A global warming span from 53 million to 47 million years ago strongly influenced the
biodiversity of western North America, geologists said. The warming spurred a biodiversity
boom of plants and animals, the researchers reported this week in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.
Geologist Dr. Robert Giegengack of U of Pennsylvania: ‘There have been times in Earth history
when CO2 concentrations were 5, 10, even 15 TIMES the present concentration and the climate
of Earth still supported animals not unlike ourselves.’
Climate change is governed by hundreds of factors, or variables, not just CO2. UK Professor
Emeritus of Biogeography Philip Stott of the University of London explains the crux of the
entire global warming debate and rebuts the notion that CO2 is the main climate driver. “As I
have said, over and over again, the fundamental point has always been this: climate change is
governed by hundreds of factors, or variables, and the very idea that we can manage climate
change predictably by understanding and manipulating at the margins one politically-selected
factor (CO2), is as misguided as it gets,” Stott wrote in 2008.
Even the climate activists at RealClimate.org let this point slip out in a September 20, 2008
article. “The actual temperature rise is an emergent property resulting from interactions among
hundreds of factors,” RealClimate.org admitted.
New Zealand Climate Scientist Chris de Freitas revealed on May 1, 2009 that “warming and
CO2 are not well correlated.” de Freitas added, “the effect of CO2 on global temperature is
already close to its maximum. Adding more has an ever decreasing effect.”
Australian Geologist Dr. Ian Plimer wrote on August 8, 2009: “At present, the Earth’s
atmosphere is starved of CO2.” Plimer, who authored the skeptical book Heaven and Earth,
added, “On all time scales, there is no correlation between temps and CO2. If there is no
correlation, then there can be no causation.”
Professor Dr. Doug L. Hoffman, mathematician, computer programmer and engineer, wrote on
August 24, 2009: “There have been ice ages when the levels of Co2 in Earth’s atmosphere have
been many times higher than today’s.” Hoffman, who worked on environmental models and
conducted research in molecular dynamics, co-authored the 2009 book, The Resilient Earth.
Small sampling of peer-reviewed studies challenging the ‘consensus’
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CONGRESSIONAL CAP-AND-TRADE BILL
Climate Depot Editorial: Climate bill offers (costly) non-solutions to problems that don’t even
exist: No detectable climate impact: ‘If we actually faced a man-made ‘climate crisis’, we would
all be doomed’
Analysis: Climate Bill is ‘Scientifically Meaningless’ – Temp Reduction By 2050 of Only 9/100
of one Degree F – Avoids only 5 years’ worth of warming by 2100!
Wash. Post Blames Obama For Failure of Global Warming Movement! President’s ‘mistakes
may cost the planet dearly’
Gore declares Obama failed to fight for global warming cause: ‘No real change from the Bush
era’ -- George W. Obama? Gore: ‘Obama has not defended the science against the ongoing
withering and dishonest attacks. Nor has he provided a presidential venue for the scientific
community ... to bring the reality of the science before the public’
Gore rips Obama (again): ‘Confronting Disappointment’ -- ‘Obama appears to have bowed to
pressure from polluters’

CONSENSUS
SPECIAL REPORT: More Than 1000 International Scientists Dissent Over Man-Made Global
Warming Claims - Challenge UN IPCC & Gore - Dec. 2010: Features the skeptical voices of
over 1,000 international scientists, including many current and former UN IPCC scientists, who
have now turned against the UN IPCC. The more than 300 additional scientists added to this
report since March 2009 (21 months ago), represents an average of nearly four skeptical
scientists a week speaking out publicly. The well over 1,000 dissenting scientists are almost 20
times the number of UN scientists (52) who authored the media-hyped IPCC 2007 Summary for
Policymakers.
Global Warming: A ‘98% Consensus Of Nothing’: ‘Only shameless activists or statistically
ignorant claim that survey of 77 anonymous scientists’ is proof of 98% ‘consensus’
Ralph Cicerone’s Shame: NAS Urges Carbon Tax, Becomes Advocacy Group -- ‘political
appointees heading politicized scientific institutions that are virtually 100% dependent on gov’t
funding’
NAS Pres. Ralph Cicerone Turns Science Org. into political advocacy group: $6 million NAS
study is used to lobby for global warming bill
MIT’s Richard Lindzen: ‘Cicerone of NAS is saying that regardless of evidence the answer is
predetermined. If gov’t wants carbon control, that is the answer that the NAS will provide’
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D
DEATHS DUE TO EXTREME WEATHER
Deaths from ‘extreme weather’ at their lowest since 1900
The Decline in Deaths from Extreme Weather, 1900–2010: ‘Aggregate mortality attributed to all
extreme weather events globally has declined by more than 90% since the 1920s’ -- ‘...In spite of
a four-fold rise in population and much more complete reporting of such events. The aggregate
mortality rate declined by 98%’

DESERTS
UN IPCC Wrong Again: Deserts Getting Greener: ‘It has been assumed that global warming
would cause an expansion of the world’s deserts’ - July 16, 2009 -- Excerpt: It has been assumed
that global warming would cause an expansion of the world’s deserts, but now some scientists
are predicting a contrary scenario in which water and life slowly reclaim these arid places. They
think vast, dry regions like the Sahara might soon begin shrinking. [...] The IPCC warned
recently that rising global temperatures could cut West African agricultural production by up to
50% by the year 2020. But satellite images from the last 15 years do seem to show a recovery of
vegetation in the Southern Sahara, although the Sahel Belt, the semi-arid tropical savannah to the
south of the desert, remains fragile. The fragility of the Sahel may have been exacerbated by the
cutting of trees, poor land management and subsequent erosion of soil.
‘Emerging evidence’ reveals ‘rising temps could benefit millions of Africans in the driest parts
of the continent’ - Sahara Desert Greening Due to Global Warming? - July 31, 2009 -- Excerpt:
Desertification, drought, and despair—that’s what global warming has in store for much of
Africa. Or so we hear. Emerging evidence is painting a very different scenario, one in which
rising temperatures could benefit millions of Africans in the driest parts of the continent…Study
Says Scientists are now seeing signals that the Sahara desert and surrounding regions are
greening due to increasing rainfall. If sustained, these rains could revitalize drought-ravaged
regions, reclaiming them for farming communities. This desert-shrinking trend is supported by
climate models, which predict a return to conditions that turned the Sahara into a lush savanna
some 12,000 years ago. [...] The green shoots of recovery are showing up on satellite images of
regions including the Sahel, a semi-desert zone bordering the Sahara to the south that stretches
some 2,400 miles (3,860 kilometers). Images taken between 1982 and 2002 revealed extensive
regreening throughout the Sahel, according to a new study in the journal Biogeosciences.
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DEVELOPMENT/ENERGY NEEDS OF DEVELOPING
WORLD
Climate Depot warns of ‘a new form of colonialism’: ‘Western world is telling 1.6 billion people
in developing world that they have to have their economies managed’
Flashback 2002: U.S. Environmentalist Laments Introduction of Electricity in Africa
Flashback 2002: Jerry Brown says ‘it’s not viable’ for poverty stricken developing world to
emulate prosperity of U.S.
Ugandan Activist: ‘African life span is lower than it was in U.S. and Europe 100 years ago. But
Africans told we shouldn’t develop’ because wealthy Western nations are ‘worried about global
warming’: Excerpt: ‘Telling Africans they can’t have electricity and economic development – is
immoral’
Flashback 2003: S. African Activist: Poor countries should just say: ‘Go to hell’ to Wealthy
Western Nations: ‘If you don’t want us to fill in our wetlands, then you bomb your big cities like
Washington, a third of Holland and Rotterdam and so on, and restore them to being swamps’
Flashback 2002: UN Earth Summit’s Failure Called ‘Good Thing’ For Poor Nations: Excerpt:
The first world became rich without the IMFs and World Banks, and the less of them that are
around, the more likely the Third World is to do the same.”
It is a moral issue! – ‘People cannot cook’...Chad’s Global Warming Inspired Ban on Charcoal
leads to ‘Desperate’ Families! - January 16, 2009
Poor Kenyans rebel as UK grocery store’s “carbon friendly” policies may stop food exports
India: ‘It is morally wrong for us to reduce emissions when 40% of Indians do not have access to
electricity’
Report: ‘Green, UN, rich nation and African elites impose deadly anti-development colonialism’
- June 8, 2009
Greenpeace Leader: There is urgent need for the suppression of economic growth in
U.S...’Lifestyle of the rich in the world is not a sustainable model’ - August 20, 2009
Flashback 2002: Average American Lifestyle Called “Total Bull---t” by Environmentalist Excerpt: ‘If anyone in a developing country looks to the U.S. and wants a lifestyle like the
average American--it’s total bull---t!’
Gore: U.S. Climate Bill Will Help Bring About ‘Global Governance’ - July 10, 2009
Former EU Environment Minister Margot Wallstrom: ‘Kyoto is about the economy, about
leveling the playing field for big businesses worldwide’
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‘Climate Justice...the underlying principle for global equity’
Canadian Prime Minster Stephen Harper once dismissed UN’s Kyoto Protocol as a ‘socialist
scheme’
Flashback 2000: Actor Chevy Chase Says ‘Socialism Works’ -- ‘Cuba might prove that’
Black clergymen protest Robert Redford ‘link his environmentalism to racism’
Obama Advisor Warren Buffett ‘repeats criticism of cap and trade, saying it would be a huge,
regressive tax’
Greens War on Modern Civilization: ‘Diaperless Babies’ More Earth Friendly? - ‘Reusable toilet
wipes’ - ‘Save the Trees, Use More Wood!’ -- A Climate Depot FactSheet on the Demonization
of Toilets and Toilet Paper and Diapers - Read all about the ‘easily flushable science’
Wash. Post’s Moment of Clarity: In Poorer Nations, Energy Needs Trump Climate Issues September 9, 2009 - Excerpt: Millions of people are eager to buy their first washing machines,
refrigerators and air conditioners...dearth of power hinders prosperity. [...] Some
environmentalists see a chance for Asian and African countries to take the lead in developing
renewable energy technologies such as solar and wind power, bypassing Western energy models
based largely on coal and oil. But many economic experts here are doubtful that will happen.
“The United States and Europe have had the energy they needed to grow and develop,” said
William Bissell, a prominent Indian entrepreneur and author of “Making India Work.” “But we
haven’t had our 21st century yet.”

DROUGHTS
Rising CO2 causes unprecedented DECREASE in worldwide drought: ‘There has been an
unprecedented decrease in world drought severity over the past 30 years’
U.S. Government Scientist Disagrees with Obama on Cause of Texas drought: ‘This is not a
climate change drought’ -- Dr. Robert Hoerling, a NOAA research meteorologist, who served as
the lead author of the U.S. Climate Change Science Plan Synthesis and Assessment Report: ‘The
good news, Hoerling says, is that this isn’t global warming. ‘This is not the new normal in terms
of drought. Texas knows drought. Texas has been toughened on the anvil of droughts that have
come and gone. This is not a climate change drought’
‘Severe drought in 1934 covered 80% of the country, compared with 25% in 2011’
Shocking extremes in U.S. drought and flood conditions! ... They occurred in the 1930’s, 1950’s,
1970’s, 1980’s... During the past decade, not so much’
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Claim: Texas drought is the worst in history -- ‘But in fact, Texas has been getting wetter, the
current 15 year period is above average precipitation, and is much wetter than the 1950s’
NOAA Now Begins Time In 1999 -- ‘What a complete crock. NOAA has detailed drought
records going back to at least 1900’
Professor Will Steffen: Recent droughts and cyclones are NOT due to climate change -- ‘There’s
no statistically significant evidence that we’ve seen a change in the behavior of tropical cyclones
around the world most experts agree however, that we will see an increase in intensity in these
cyclones as the warming continues’ -- ‘We’ve had very severe droughts before so again we
cannot attribute this drought statistically to climate change....’
October 1956 Drought Vs. 2011: ‘Unprecedented CO2 driven drought was much worse 55 years
ago’
‘Back when CO2 levels were safe, a southwestern U.S. drought only lasted nearly 50 years’ -‘The 2nd century A.D. saw an extended dry period of more than 100 years characterized by a
multi-decade drought lasting nearly 50 years’

E
EL NINO
New paper finds El Nino is changing opposite to predictions of climate models -- ‘The character
of El Niño over the past 31 years has varied naturally’ rather than being forced by increased
greenhouse gases. Another alarmist prediction by climate modelers crumbles in the face of realworld data’

EXTREME WEATHER
Prof. Pielke Jr.: ‘There is no evidence that disasters are getting worse because of climate change’
- ‘There’s really no evidence that we’re in the midst of an extreme weather era - whether man
has influenced climate or not’ -- ‘If you look over the long term, and buy long term I mean 100
years or more, there’s actually no up or down in U.S. hurricane landfalls’
Latest EU Research Confirms That Predicted Increase In Storminess From Global Warming Has
Not Occurred
In Anticipation Of The Gore ‘Lie-A-Thon’ - Severe Weather Reality From The 1950s, 1960s &
1970s
Paging Al Gore: Read this ‘list of severe weather incidents that took place during the 50s, 60s
and 70s. These terrible and destructive events occurred well before the current decade’s hysteria
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about CO2 emissions. These events represent empirical evidence (reality) that refutes Al Gore’s
type of climate science’
Extreme Weather Whining: ‘US in 1930s had nearly as much extreme weather as all other
decades combined’
‘In fact, the past decade (2000-2009) may have had the least extreme weather. Twenty three
states set their record high temperature in the 1930s, compared with one during the past decade.’
UN IPCC 5AR: no climate change for next 20-30 years: ‘New IPCC report plans to say that
science doesn’t know whether CO2 has an effect on most climatic observables’ -- UN IPCC draft
report: ‘Climate change signals are expected to be relatively small compared to natural climate
variability over the coming two to three decades’ -- Analysis: The UN ‘IPCC directly contradicts
pretty much everything that the warmist propagandists have presented as the tenets of their
beliefs in recent years’
UN IPCC Shocker: Actually doing science now?! -- Analysis: ‘It’s not just the weakening of
claims that were treated as indisputable just a few years ago. In some respects, the IPCC has
gone into reverse’ -- IPCC now claims: ‘Long-term trends in normalized economic disaster
losses cannot be reliably attributed to natural or anthropogenic climate change’

F
FLOODS
Prof. Pielke Jr. : ‘Are US Floods Increasing? The Answer is Still No’ -- ‘A new paper out today
shows flooding has not increased in U.S. over records of 85 to 127 years’ -- ‘This adds to a pile
of research that shows similar results around the world’
Quick Flood Facts: ‘The world’s ten deadliest floods all occurred before 1976. The historical
flood record is horrific. Here is a small sampling of news stories’
Shocking extremes in U.S. drought and flood conditions! ... They occurred in the 1930’s, 1950’s,
1970’s, 1980’s... During the past decade, not so much’
Federal study finds no evidence that climate change caused more severe flooding during last
century! -- Inconvenient Reality: U.S. Geological Survey finds in some regions ‘floods become
LESS SEVERE as greenhouse gas emissions have increased’ -- USGS scientist Robert Hirsch:
‘Currently we do not see a clear pattern that enables us to understand how climate change will
alter flood conditions in the future’ -- But, USGS pleads they need more study (and money!):
‘Noted more research is necessary to better understand the relationship between climate change
and flooding’
All Of The World's Deadliest Floods Occurred With CO2 Well Below 350 PPM
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'We know that hurricanes have declined, tornadoes have declined, floods have declined, and
droughts have declined. That is why history has been redefined to start in the 1970s'
Gore Rebuked: ‘There is currently no evidence that human-generated greenhouse gas emissions
are making storms – or floods – worse’ -- ‘So why, in the name of heaven, is Al Gore now
spending time and money on a campaign that claims the exact opposite?’
Global precipitation fails to obey theory of global warming: ‘There has been a slight decrease in
global precipitation over past 30 years of global warming’
100/500 Year Floods : Every Few Weeks? Reality Check: ‘One of the big lies of 2011 is the
claim that ‘the new normal is 100 year floods every year’ -- ‘A search of news archives finds out
that 100 year floods have been reported constantly, ever since someone thought the term up’
UK Scientist suggests Gore distorted his study: ‘Al Gore is doing a disservice to science by
overplaying the link between climate change and weather’
Myles Allen: ‘When Al Gore said last week that scientists now have ‘clear proof that climate
change is directly responsible for the extreme and devastating floods, storms and droughts,’...my
heart sank. Having suggested the idea of ‘event attribution’ back in 2003, & co-authored a study
on origins of UK floods in 2000, I suspect I may be one of the scientists being talked about’
New peer-reviewed paper on the 2010 Pakistan floods – nothing to do with ‘climate change’
1974: Climatologists Blamed US/Pakistan Flooding On Global Cooling
Is Flood Magnitude in the USA Correlated with Global CO2 Levels? Answer: No -- ‘The results
of 21 peer-reviewed studies on flooding & climate variability in N. America: ‘If anything, N.
American flooding tends to become both less frequent and less severe when the planet
warms...on average, we would expect that any further warming of the globe would tend to
further reduce both the frequency and severity of flooding in N. America, which, of course, is
just the opposite of what the world’s climate alarmists continue to claim would occur’
Which of the below worst floods on record were caused by carbon dioxide?
Date
1887, September-October
1939
1642
1099
1287, December 14
1824
1421, November 18
1964, November-December
1951, August 6-7
1948, June

Location
Hwang Ho (Yellow) River, China
North China
Kaifeng, Honan Province, China
England and the Netherlands
The Netherlands
Russia
The Netherlands
Mekong Delta, South Vietnam
Manchuria
Foochow, China
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Dead
Over 900,000
500000
Over 300,000
100000
50000
10000
10000
5000
4800
3500
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CLIMATE FUNDING
Climate Depot’s factsheet on Gore’s quest to become world’s first ‘carbon billionaire’ -- Al Gore
wants to become the first carbon billionaire. And he is poised to do it. [...] As much as Gore’s
made now, it is going to be piker league compared to what he is going to make in five years if all
these new carbon trading mandates go through. [...] He who controls carbon controls life. It is a
bureaucrat’s dream to control carbon dioxide and Washington is a field of dreams right now.”
The bottom line is, the money is all on the side of [man-made climate fear] promotion.
ExxonMobil gets excoriated for $19 million allegedly given to skeptical [climate] groups. Well,
one USDA (U.S. Department of Agriculture) farm grant of $20 million to study how farm odors
contributed to global warming exceeded all the money the largest oil company (ExxonMobil) has
ever been accused of giving. This is big business in Washington. The environmental groups are
just chomping at the bit for what is about to happen in DC. He who controls carbon controls life.
It is a bureaucrat’s dream to control carbon dioxide and Washington is a field of dreams right
now.
Tobacco Industry Tactics: It is climate fear promoters like Gore who mimic tobacco industry
tactics. Like the tobacco industry, [Warmists’] campaigns have: ‘Manufactured uncertainty and
fear by stridently proclaiming certainty and consensus based on dubious and uncertain modeled
results predicting disastrous consequences of a warmer climate’

G
GLACIERS
Some glaciers melted faster before 2nd half of 20th century -- Leading Arctic Researcher Shows
That Glacial Melt Slowed Substantially Since 1952 -- ‘Leading Arctic expert William Carlson
said that glaciers in Norway & Alaska lost half their size during the fifty years before 1952. Had
that rate of loss continued, there would have been no glaciers left in Alaska or Norway by 2002.
Given that there are glaciers remaining, we can infer that the rate of ice loss was slower in 2nd
half of century than it was in 1st half of century’
UN Report: ‘Glaciers increasing despite climate change’ -- ‘Glaciers in many parts of the world
are increasing’ -- ‘Glaciers have grown in western Norway, New Zealand’s South Island, parts of
Asia and the Tierra del Fuego in South America.’
UN IPCC Wrong: Himalayan glaciers not melting because of climate change, report finds:
‘Himalayan glaciers are actually advancing rather than retreating, claims the first major study
since a controversial UN report said they would be melted within quarter of a century’
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IPCC Caught Again! ‘Importance Of Glaciers As A Source Of Fresh Water Exaggerated, Say
Austrian Scientists: ‘IPCC has also grossly exaggerated the importance of glaciers as a source of
fresh water...It is an exaggeration when it is claimed that the melting of glaciers endangers the
water supply of 2 billion people.’
Alaskan glaciers at Icy Bay advance one-third of a mile in less than a year
Argentina’s Perito Moreno glacier advancing
Hubbard Glacier in Alaska Advances
Western Canadian glaciers advance
EPA Glacier Fraud: EPA ignores fact ‘that there was 10 times as much ice loss at Alaska’s Muir
glacier prior to 1941’
‘The EPA used the meaningless date of 1960 to intentionally fool people into believing their
CO2 agenda
Flashback 1892 – Muir glacier already melting!: ‘The Muir glacier has once extended much
further into the bay, and is now receding every year, while the sources of the ice supply are
failing’
Huh? Global warming simultaneously causing Nepal to have too little water AND too much
water?
Himalayan glaciers grew six-fold when Asia was hotter
Glaciers Receding Since Before Anthropogenic CO2 -- Melt cannot be attributed to CO2
Black Carbon Soot From China & India Melting Himalayan Glaciers, Not CO2 Emissions Say
Scientists
Himalayan Glaciers Stable Since 1992 Despite Large Human CO2 Emissions, Scientists
Determine
European Glaciers Began A General Retreat In 1864
1902: European Glaciers Retreating Two Feet Per Week
‘Scientists have measured a ‘very modest’ increase on Sperry Glacier in Montana’s Glacier
National Park…Glaciers are also growing in California, Alaska & Washington state
January 20, 2010 – AP’s Seth Borenstein UN climate report riddled with errors on glaciers: Five
glaring errors were discovered in one paragraph of the world’s most authoritative report on
global warming, forcing the Nobel Prize-winning panel of climate scientists who wrote it to
apologize and promise to be more careful. The errors are in a 2007 report by the
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a U.N.-affiliated body. All the mistakes appear in a
subsection that suggests glaciers in the Himalayas could melt away by the year 2035 - hundreds
of years earlier than the data actually indicates. The year 2350 apparently was transposed as
2035.
January 21, 2010 Time magazine Himalayan Melting: How a Climate Panel Got It Wrong:
‘Glaciergate’ is a “black eye for the IPCC and for the climate-science community as a whole.”
January 21, 2010 Newsweek, The Economist Off-base camp - A mistaken claim about glaciers
raises questions about the UN’s climate panel: “This mixture of sloppiness, lack of
communication, and high-handedness gives the IPCC’s critics a lot to work with.”

GLOBAL COOLING PREDICTIONS
UN Fears (More) Global Cooling Commeth! IPCC Scientist Warns UN: We may be about to
enter ‘one or even 2 decades during which temps cool’ - Admits ‘Jury is still out’ on ocean
cycle’s temp impact!
Climate Fear Promoters Try to Spin Record Cold and Snow: ‘Global warming made it less cool’
-- Switch from warning of ‘climate crisis’ to ‘global warming made it less cool’
Prominent Russian Scientist: ‘We should fear a deep temperature drop -- not catastrophic global
warming’ -- ‘Warming had a natural origin...CO2 is ‘not guilty’
Geologist Declares ‘global warming is over’ -- Warns U.S. Climate Conference of ‘Looming
Threat of Global Cooling’ -- ‘Expect global cooling for the next 2-3 decades that will be far
more damaging than global warming would have been’

Global Warming’s Global Governance/Control
Flashback July 2009: Gore: U.S. Climate Bill Will Help Bring About ‘Global Governance’
German Climate Advisor ‘proposes creation of a CO2 budget for every person on planet!’-Climate Reparations: ‘West would give back part of the wealth it has taken from the South in the
past centuries’
May 2009: ‘He who controls carbon controls life. It is a bureaucrat’s dream to control carbon
dioxide’
2008: ‘Personal carbon trading scheme’: ‘Every adult in UK should be forced to use ‘carbon
ration cards’, say MPs - Excerpt: Everyone would be given an annual carbon allowance to use
when buying oil, gas, electricity and flights -- Anyone who exceeds their entitlement would have
to buy top-up credits from individuals who haven’t used up their allowance. [...] The influential
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Environmental Audit Committee says a personal carbon trading scheme is the best and fairest
way of cutting Britain’s CO2 emissions without penalizing the poor.
Jan. 2009: NYT: California Seeks Home Thermostat Control - Excerpt: The conceit in the 1960s
show “The Outer Limits” was that outside forces had taken control of your television set.
California, state regulators are likely to have the emergency power to control individual
thermostats, sending temperatures up or down through a radio-controlled device.
May 2009: Eco-Nanny Pelosi: ‘Every aspect of our lives must be subjected to an inventory’
Jan. 2009: Princeton Physicist Dr. Will Happer invokes Orwell’s ‘1984’ novel in Senate
testimony: Excerpt: “This brings to mind an Orwellian pronouncement that is worth pondering:
‘But if thought corrupts language, language can also corrupt thought.’ CO2 is not a pollutant...we
should not corrupt English language by depriving ‘pollutant’ and ‘poison’ of their original
meaning”
Sept. 2009: ‘Only way to seriously reduce the human contribution of CO2 is ...by utilizing full
coercive power of each nation state and UN to enforce Draconian laws and regulations on
lifestyles of every human being on this planet’
Global ‘Ecological Board of Directors’ Envisioned by State Department’s Climate Czar September 8, 2009
UK carbon rationing to impose fines, ‘monitor employees’ emissions, home energy bills, petrol
purchases and holiday flights’ - September 14, 2009 - UK Times - Excerpt: ‘Rationing being
reintroduced via workplace after an absence of half a century...Employees required to submit
quarterly reports detailing their consumption’
NYT’s Tom Friedman lauds China’s eco-policies: ‘One party can just impose politically difficult
but critically important policies needed to move a society forward’ - September 9, 2009

GLOBAL TEMPERATURES
Global temperatures have been holding steady for a decade or more – 1998 is still the high point
in global temperatures
Oh My! 2010 tied for ‘hottest’ year?! Relax, it is ‘purely a political statement’ -- Even NASA’s
Hansen admits it is ‘not particularly important’ -- Prof. mocks ‘hottest decade’ claim as ‘a joke’ - ’Claims based on year-to-year temperature data that differs by only a few HUNDREDTHS of a
degree’
Still Waiting On Warmist Rapid Response Team to Answer: ‘Global temp records from
HadCRUT & GISS show from 1910-1940 warming nearly as quickly as period from 1970-2000’
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A peer-reviewed admission that ‘global surface temperatures did not rise between 1998 and
2008’
MIT’s Richard Lindzen: ‘For small changes in climate associated with tenths of a degree, there is
no need for any external cause’
MIT’s Richard Lindzen: ‘Lull in warming was unsurprising, given an earlier ‘obsessing about
tenths of a degree in the 1980s and early 1990s’
UN IPCC Chair Pachauri who has acknowledged global warming has stopped. Flashback 2008:
UN IPCC Chairman Pachauri ‘to look into the apparent temperature plateau so far this century’
Chinese coal blamed for global warming er... cooling: Curry ‘doesn’t find statistical theatrics
convincing...There has been no increase in aerosols, either globally or over E. Asia, from 20002006’-- Prof. Judith Curry: ‘The political consequence of this study seems to be that the simplest
solution to global warming is for the Chinese to burn more coal, which they intend to do
anyway’
Shock News: Fox News inspired scientist to study why global warming has stopped! Lead
researcher Robert Kaufmann ‘inspired by ‘skeptical’ questioning from Fox News viewer -Kaufmann: ‘Two years ago, I gave a talk to a general audience in New Jersey about climate
change. And an older gentleman asked me ‘why should I believe in this climate change - I was
watching Fox News and they said the Earth’s temperature hasn’t changed in 10 years and has
actually gone down’. So I went back and checked the data and found that was just about right’
Physicist Dr. Lubos Motl: ‘Did Chinese coal cause the cooling since 1998?’ ‘It still shows how
incredibly shaky contemporary would-be ‘mainstream’ opinions about climate drivers are’ -Motl: ‘Suddenly, an old Gentleman who watches Fox News is primary cause of a paper that
explains away a whole decade of warming by a previously neglected mechanism...the idea that
warming predictions failed because of the Chinese coal is just a random guess, one among
hundreds of possible explanations...Why don’t those people honestly admit that they simply have
no clue what was happening since 1998 and what will be happening before 2020, 2030, or
2100?’

AL GORE
Environmental activists have even turned on Gore and Gore has admitted he has failed to
convince people of man-made global warming’s threat. See: Greens Give Gore 2 Thumbs Down:
Gore’s climate ‘reality’ show faces strongly negative reviews from his fellow global warming
activists: Environmental allies distance themselves from Gore: ‘I actually avoided the
Goreathon...Gore is now as much a hindrance as a help on climate...my heart immediately
sank..most boring talk on climate, ever’
Nature Mag pans Gore’s 24 Hours of ‘Reality’: ‘Gore may have briefly pumped up his
disillusioned environmental base, but it’s hard to imagine...him convincing anybody who has
honest doubts’ -- ‘The November 2011 edition of Nature Climate Change pans Al Gore’s 24
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Hours of ‘Reality’, disputing Gore’s suggestion that global warming is responsible for all
extreme weather and noting, ‘Gore may have briefly pumped up his disillusioned environmental
base, but it’s hard to imagine such a polarizing figure convincing anybody who has honest
doubts about the severity of the problem, let alone the diehard skeptics.’
Gore Unhinged! Loses it on skeptical claims: ‘It may be volcanoes.’ Bullsh*t! ‘It may be sun
spots.’ Bullsh*t! ‘It’s not getting warmer.’ Bullsh*t!’ -- Climate Depot Responds! -- Climate
Depot’s Point-By-Point Rebuttal to Gore’s Highbrow Scientific Arguments
Gore laments his failure: ‘When you go and talk to any audience about climate, you hear them
washing back at you the same crap over and over and over again’ -- Gore: ‘There’s no longer a
shared reality on an issue like climate even though the very existence of our civilization is
threatened. People have no idea! And yet our ability to actually come to a shared reality that
emphasizes the best evidence.’
Flashback 2008: Gore laments climate efforts: ‘I’ve failed badly’
Democrat Walter Russell Mead analyzes Gore: Gore steered the green movement ‘into a tsunami
of defeat that...will loom as one of the greatest failures of civil society in all time’
Democrats have ran from using words climate and cap-and-trade: War is Peace: Sen. Reid: ‘We
don’t use the word ‘cap-and-trade’. That’s something that’s been deleted from my dictionary’ -Sen. Kerry: ‘I don’t know what ‘cap and trade’ means. I don’t think the average American does.
This is not a cap-and-trade bill, it’s a pollution reduction bill’
Climate Depot on Gore: ‘He’s presiding over the greatest collapse of a modern environmental
movement in history, and this is what he has now -- 24 hours to try to regenerate it and start
over’ -- Morano on Gore: ‘He thought he was on the winning side of science and history. And
now, in 2011, he raises the white flag and says basically, ‘I have to start all over. We’ve have
failed’ -- ‘He’s morphed the movement into extreme weather because this is a much easier case
for them to emotionally make...now, every time there’s a hurricane, a tornado, a flood, a drought
[or] a heat wave, they can just say, ‘Ha, ha -- further proof of manmade global warming’
Climate Depot’s Morano: ‘A movement that had Al Gore – one of the most divisive political
figures -– as the face of the movement, was bound to fail’ -- ‘A movement that utilized the
scandal ridden United Nations – which is massively distrusted by the American people -- as the
repository of science, was doomed to fail’
Climate Depot Comment on Gore admitting failure: ‘This is psychologically healthy
development for Gore. He needs to face the reality that despite his film, an Oscar, a Nobel, a
compliant shoddy news media despite the UN, Hollywood, untold tens of billions of dollars
spent, propaganda directed at school kids, and twisted science - the movement Gore helped
found, is dying scientifically, politically and economically. It is time to celebrate the utter and
complete failure of the sub-prime science of man-made global warming.’
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GORE EFFECT
Climate Depot Factsheet on the ‘Gore Effect’ Phenomenon: ‘Happens when global warmingrelated event, or appearance by Gore is marked by exceedingly cold weather’
Gore decries ‘global warming’ in bitterly cold NYC – December 2006
Gore delivers environmental message at Harvard - ...with near 125-year record breaking low
temps – October 2008
The ‘Gore Effect’: Gore speaks in Italy during ‘rare’ cold and snow – Dec. 16, 2008
GORE HEARING ON WARMING MAY BE PUT ON ICE - Mon Jan 26 2009
‘Largest public protest of global warming’ ever in USA faces DC March snowstorm! – March 1,
2009
Pelosi Snowed-Out of Global Warming Rally – March 2, 2009
‘Out With A Shiver: Global Warming Protest Frozen Out by Massive Snowfall’ – Fox News March 2, 2009
Gore Effect Strikes Again: Global warming conference in Buffalo at -6 degrees – Buffalo News
– February 5, 2009
‘Gore Effect’: Driving snow froze the hopes of organizers of “the biggest global warming protest
in history” in Washington – March 4, 2009
First October snow since 1922 blankets London as global warming bill debated – October 2008
Global Warming Vote on Snowy Day in Washington - Senate committee debates expensive
climate change bill snow blanket D.C. – December 2007
HOUSE HEARING ON ‘WARMING OF THE PLANET’ CANCELED AFTER SNOW/ICE
STORM – February 2007
NOT AGAIN! DC ‘Snow Advisory’ Issued on Day of Congressional Global Warming Hearing –
March 2007
Global warming activists urged to focus on Earth Day rallies and ignore snow as it ‘piles up
outside our windows’ – April 17, 2007
No Joke! Cyclists ‘braved freezing cold temps’ to promote global warming awareness in New
York - October 22, 2008
Global warming protest in Maryland frosted with snow – January 2008
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Global warming rally in the snow – April 2007
Snow won’t dampen global-warming rallies – April 2007
Brrr. - Obama to global warming demonstrators: ‘This is probably not the weather to hold up
those signs...it’s a little chilly today’ - October 28, 2008
Global Warming Awareness Walk Braves Snow Storm – March 2007
Climate protest cancelled ‘due to rain and cold’ – Nov. 23, 2008
Sen.Inhofe: “The ‘Gore Effect’ proves Mother Nature has a sense of humor” - Jan. 27, 2009
Global Warming Horror Flick Put on Ice Due to Cold Temps? – January 8, 2009
Will Mainstream Media Report Inauguration Day ‘Gore Effect?’ - January 17, 2009
Obama Talks Global Warming to Shivering Crowd - January 17, 2009
For latest ‘Gore Effect’ developments see here.

GRAPES
Study: ‘Grapevine yield in [Portugal] is expected to undergo upward trend until end of this
century, which might be further enhanced by projected upward trends in CO2 concentration’ -International Journal of Biometeorology: ‘Elevated CO2 concentration increased net
photosynthetic rate, intrinsic water use efficiency & leaf thickness—the grapevines loved the
higher levels of CO2! In 2004, the elevated CO2 increased yield by 50%, in 2005 by 27%, & in
2006 by 50%. -- ‘The yield per vine showed a clear tendency to increase in elevated [CO2] in the
3 growing seasons’ -- ‘The models are indeed predicting changes that should benefit vines’

GREENLAND
New Research: Satellite Measurements Confirm Global Warming Not The Cause of Modern
Greenland Ice Loss
Greenland Temperatures Declining For 70 Years: ‘Nuuk, Greenland temps rose from 1900 to
1940,and have since been declining’
Greenland Ice Cap’s Melting Not Unusual: ‘High surface mass loss rates of Greenland Ice Cap
in recent years are not unprecedented when looked at over past 100 years’ -- ‘The mass loss rates
in the 1930s are likely to have been more significant than current rates’
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New Research Out of Greenland Proves Stability of Ice Sheet Over The Last 2 Decades
Greenland ice sheet is safer than scientists previously thought: ‘New study overturns fears that
increased melting could lubricate ice sheet, causing it to sink ever faster into the sea’
Flashback 2007: Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt: ‘Media promoted
fears of Greenland’s ice completely melting and a subsequent catastrophic sea level rise are
directly at odds with the latest scientific studies’ -- ‘A 2006 study found Greenland has cooled
since the 1930’s and 1940’s, with 1941 being the warmest year on record. Another 2006 study
concluded Greenland was as warm or warmer in the 1930’s and 40’s and the rate of warming
from 1920-1930 was about 50% higher than the warming from 1995-2005’
Study: The Cooling of Greenland over the past 8000 Years: ‘At least 6 periods of warming
exceeding that of the 20th century’
New study shows temperature in Greenland significantly warmer than present several times in
the last 4000 years -- ‘Kobashi et al 2011 was just published in GRL,and it looks like it will be
upsetting the paleoclimate apple cart’

H
JAMES HANSEN, NASA SCIENTIST
NASA’s Hansen endorses book which calls for ‘ridding the world of Industrial Civilization’ –
Hansen declares author ‘has it right...the system is the problem’ -- Book proposes ‘razing cities
to the ground, blowing up dams and switching off the greenhouse gas emissions machine’

JOHN HOLDREN, OBAMA SCIENCE CZAR
Obama Czar John Holdren wants to ‘educate’ GOP on global warming -- But it is Holdren who
‘desperately needs remedial climate science education!’ -- ‘It would be hard to find anyone less
fit to ‘educate’ people about climate science in Washington than John Holdren’
Scientific Rube?: John Holdren ridiculed for claiming Arctic could be ICE FREE IN WINTER!
Holdren ‘appears to have less scientific competence than most 1st graders’
Oops. Obama Science ‘Czar’ John Holdren’s 1971 warning: A ‘New Ice Age’ likely
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Flashback 1975: Holdren Says Real Threat to USA Is Cheap Energy -- ‘The U.S.is threatened far
more by the hazards of too much energy, too soon, than by the hazards of too little energy, too
late.’
Keep Your Eco-Wacko Ideas Off Our Testicles! 1969: Ehrlich & Holdren Promote vasectomies
to fight off ‘misery’ of overpopulation -- Looney & Loonier: Ehrlich & Holdren: ‘We should ask
how many vasectomies could be performed by a program funded with the 1.8 billion dollars...it
cannot be emphasized enough that if the population control measures are not initiated
immediately and effectively, all the technology man can bring to bear will not fend off the
misery to come’
Mockery of His PHD: Climate Depot’s Round up of Eco-Wacko ‘Science’ Czar John Holdren
claims
John Lennon from the grave makes scientific chumps out of John Holdren & Paul Ehrlich!
Flashback Lennon in 1970’s: ‘I don’t believe in overpopulation. It is a myth’
White House Science Czar John Holdren Says He Would Use ‘Free Market’ to ‘De-Develop the
United States’ -- Defends Paul Ehrlich’s silly claims
Cult Leader ‘Paul Ehrlich was John Holdren’s close scientific partner. John Holdren is Obama’s
science advisor. Paul Ehrlich proposed mass poisoning of water and food supplies in 1969’

HURRICANES/TROPICAL CYCLONE ACTIVITY
Teetering near historic lows:
‘A new research study shows that overall global tropical cyclone activity has decreased to
historically low levels during the past 5 years’
New paper finds global cyclones have reached a historical low: Geophysical Research Letters:
‘Since 2006, global tropical cyclone ACE (cyclone energy) has decreased dramatically...’ ‘...to
the lowest levels since the late 1970s. Additionally, the global frequency of tropical cyclones has
reached a historical low’
World Meteorological Organization study: ‘We cannot at this time conclusively identify
anthropogenic signals in past tropical cyclone data’ – ’Landfalling tropical storm and hurricane
activity in the US shows no long-term increase’
U.S. sees 2,232nd consecutive days without being hit by major hurricane – ‘shatters’ previous
streak set in 1906 – Prof. Pielke Jr.: ‘Since there won’t be any intense hurricanes before next
summer, the record will be shattered, with the days between intense hurricane landfalls likely to
exceed 2,500 days’
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Hurricanes Becoming Much Less Frequent In Florida: ‘By June,2012 it will have been almost 7
years without a hurricane strike in Florida -the longest period on record’ - ‘Since 1950,hurricane
strikes in Florida have been coming progressively further apart’
When it comes to hurricanes, climate change effects may be ‘a wash’ - ‘A new report on extreme
weather from UN IPCC, released last month, suggests that for hurricanes at least, the effects of
global warming remain uncertain and likely so incremental that it might be difficult to even
measure them’ ... That’s kind of a wash in my book,’ said Chris Landsea’
The Decline In Major Hurricanes: ‘The most active period for major hurricanes in the US was
1931-1960’ -- ‘The frequency of major hurricanes is now about half what it was 60 years ago.
The most intense hurricane to ever hit the US occurred in 1935’
Hurricane Facts: ‘According to NOAA, they have been on decline in US since the beginning of
records in 19th century. The worst decade for major (category 3,4,5) hurricanes was 1940s’ -‘There has only been one US hurricane strike in last 1,130 days. 7,000 days have passed since a
cat 5 hit US. In 1886, US was hit by 7 hurricanes...It has been over 6 years since a major one hit
US. Deadliest hurricane to hit US happened in 1900. Florida hurricanes are in sharp decline.
Florida has averaged nearly one per year since 1850. It has been over 6 years since Fla. was hit –
the longest hurricane free period in that state.’
New Tropical Cyclone Research From China Reveals Major IPCC Prediction Fail
Third Quietest Hurricane Period On Record In The US: ‘US hurricane strikes have been on the
decline since NOAA started measuring them before the Civil War’ -- ‘Over the last six years,
there have been officially six hurricane strikes in the US, the third quietest period on record. Six
out of the seven quietest periods have been since 1975’
NOAA : ‘No trend toward more frequent or stronger hurricanes’: ‘Links these cycles of busy &
quiet hurricane period in 20th Century to natural changes in Atlantic Ocean temps’

I
ICE AGE SCARE/GLOBAL COOLING of 1970s
Climate Depot’s Factsheet on 1970s Coming ‘Ice Age’ Claims: ‘Fears of a coming ice age,
showed up in peer-reviewed literature, at scientific conferences’ -- ‘Fears of a coming ice age,
showed up in peer-reviewed literature, at scientific conferences, by prominent scientists and
throughout the media’
The Past Cannot Be Erased: Treasure Trove Of 1970s ‘Global Cooling’ Articles Uncovered -‘Popularity of scientists predicting an ice age is very clear up to 1979’
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National Academy of Sciences Issued Report Warning of Coming Ice Age in 1975
NASA warned of human caused coming ‘ice age’ in 1971 – Washington Times – September 19,
2007
New York Times: Obama’s global warming promoting science czar Holdren ‘warned of a
coming ice age’ in 1971 – September 29, 2009 – By John Tierney
Obama Science ‘Czar’ John Holdren’s 1971 warning: A ‘New Ice Age’ likely – September 23,
2009
1977 book “The Weather Conspiracy: The Coming of the New Ice Age” - CIA Feared Global
Cooling
1975 Newsweek: “The Cooling World,” Newsweek. April 28, 1975 By Peter Gwynne
Professor Stephen Schneider converted from warning of a coming ice age in the 1970s to
promoting of man-made global warming fears today. In the 1970s Professor Stephen Schneider
was one of the leading voices warning the Earth was going to experience a catastrophic man
made ice-age. However he is now a member of the UN IPCC and is a leading advocate warning
that the Earth is facing catastrophic global warming. In 1971, Schneider co-authored a paper
warning of a man-made “ice age.” See: Rasool S., & Schneider S.” Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide
and Aerosols - Effects of Large Increases on Global Climate,” Science, vol.173, 9 July 1971,
p.138-141 –
Unearthed 1970’s video: Global warming activist Stephen Schneider caught on 1978 TV show
‘In Search Of...The Coming Ice Age’ – September 20, 2009) By the 1980’s, Schneider reversed
himself and began touting man-made global warming. See: “The rate of [global warming]
change is so fast that I don’t hesitate to call it potentially catastrophic for ecosystems,” Schneider
said on UK TV in 1990.
1975 New York Times: “Climate Changes Called Ominous,” June 19, 1975 - Harold M.
Schmeck, - p. 31. Excerpt: “The most drastic potential change considered in the new report is an
abrupt end to the present interglacial period of relative warmth that governed the planet’s climate
for the past 10,000 years. [...] The report also noted that periods of benign climate comparable to
the present are unusual and have existed for about 8 percent of the last 700,000 years.”
1974 New York Times: “Climate Changes Endanger World’s Food Output,” August 8, 1974 –
Harold M. Schmeck - p. 35. Excerpt: A recent meeting of climate experts in Bonn, West
Germany, produced the unanimous conclusion that the change in global weather patterns pose a
severe threat to agriculture that could lead to major crop failures and mass starvation. [...] The
drop [in global temps] since the 1940s has only been half a degree, but some scientists believe
this is enough to trigger changes that could have important effects on the world’s weather and
agriculture.
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1975 New York Times: “Scientists Ask Why World Climate is Changing, Major Cooling May
Be Ahead,” May 21, 1975 – By Walter Sullivan - Excerpt: Sooner or later a major cooling of the
climate is widely considered inevitable. Hints that this may have already begun are evident. The
drop in mean temperatures since 1950 in the Northern Hemisphere has been sufficient, for
example, to shorten Britain’s growing season for crops by two weeks.
1974 Time Magazine: “Another Ice Age,” June 24, 1974

INSURANCE & MAN-MADE CLIMATE CHANGE
New Study on Insured Losses: ‘Climate change neither is nor should be the main concern for the
insurance industry’ -- ‘There is no evidence so far for a statistically significant upward trend in
normalized insured loss from extreme events outside the US and West Germany’ -- ‘The Munich
Re funded (and peer-reviewed) research tells quite a different story than that found in press
releases’
Insurance Companies Hiding The Decline In Major Hurricanes: ‘The most active period for
major hurricanes in the US was 1931-1960’ -- ‘The frequency of major hurricanes is now about
half what it was 60 years ago. The most intense hurricane to ever hit the US occurred in 1935’
Insurance Company: We need to charge higher premiums because invisible, natural atmospheric
gas may start making buildings collapse -- CO2 is magic gas! Claim: ‘Prolonged dry spells can
cause the ground to sink by so much that cracks appear in the earth, tearing apart the foundations
of houses, bridges, factories and other structures. In the worst case, whole buildings can collapse’
Insurance Industry’s Climate Con declared ‘wrong and misleading’ for claiming that global
warming ‘could significantly increase the risk of hurricanes and storms in the Caribbean’
Carbon Caps Through the Backdoor: Greens pressure the insurance industry

J
Coming Soon!
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K
MOUNT KILIMANJARO
Kilimanjaro melt fears are being made a mockery by gains in snow cover. Another Global
Warming Icon Bites The Dust! ‘Snow slowly building on Mount Kilimanjaro’ -- ‘May not lose
its beautiful ice cap as scientists predicted’ -- ‘The snow is slowly mounting on the top point of
the mountain, giving new hopes to Mount Kilimanjaro environmental watchdogs and tourists
that the mountain may not lose its beautiful ice cap as scientists predicted’
Gore Mum: ‘Snows of Kilimanjaro defy global warming predictions’ ‘Representatives for Al
Gore declined to comment’ -Scientists Recant: ‘Unfortunately, we made the prediction. I wish
we hadn’t,’ says Douglas R. Hardy, a UMass geoscientist. ‘None of us had much history
working on that mountain, and we didn’t understand a lot of the complicated processes on the
peak like we do now’
‘Weather variations, not global warming cause Himalayan glaciers to melt’ - August 8, 2009
Research Reveals global warming not cause of Kilimanjaro glacier reduction – September 24,
2008
Oops! Michael Mann incorrectly Cites Mt. Kilimanjaro as evidence of man-made global
warming

L
Left-wing Env. Scientist Bails Out Of Global Warming Movement: Declares it a ‘corrupt social
phenomenon...strictly an imaginary problem of the 1st World middleclass’ -- Calls cap-and-trade
an ‘horrendous scam’ -- Joins other left of center scientific and activist dissenters
UK atmospheric scientist Richard Courtney, a left-of-political center socialist, is another
dissenter of man-made climate fears. Courtney, a UN IPCC expert reviewer and a UK-based
climate and atmospheric science consultant, is a self-described socialist who also happens to
reject man-made climate fears. Courtney declared in 2008 that there is “no correlation between
the anthropogenic emissions of GHG (greenhouse gases) and global temperature.”
Former Greenpeace member and Finnish scientist Dr. Jarl R. Ahlbeck, a lecturer of
environmental technology and a chemical engineer at Abo Akademi University in Finland who
has authored 200 scientific publications, is also skeptical of man-made climate doom. Ahlbeck
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wrote in 2008, “Contrary to common belief, there has been no or little global warming since
1995 and this is shown by two completely independent datasets. But so far, real measurements
give no ground for concern about a catastrophic future warming.” (LINK)
Life-long liberal Democrat Dr. Martin Hertzberg, a retired Navy meteorologist with a PhD in
physical chemistry, also declared his dissent of warming fears in 2008. “As a scientist and lifelong liberal Democrat, I find the constant regurgitation of the anecdotal, fear mongering claptrap about human-caused global warming to be a disservice to science,” Hertzberg wrote.
(LINK)
Ivy League Geologist Dr. Robert Giegengack, the former chair of Department of Earth and
Environmental Science at the University of Pennsylvania, publicly announced he voted for Gore
in 2000 and said he would do so again. But Giegengack does not agree with Gore’s science
views and states that global warming does not even qualify as one of the top ten
ENVIRONMENTAL problems facing the world, let alone one of the top problems. “In terms of
[global warming’s] capacity to cause the human species harm, I don’t think it makes it into the
top 10,” Giegengack said in an interview in the May/June 2007 issue of the Pennsylvania
Gazette. (LINK) Giegengack also said of Gore: “What he’s doing is no less than the scare tactics
used by people like [GOP advisor] Karl Rove.”
Alexander Cockburn, a maverick journalist who leans left on most topics, lambasted the alleged
global-warming consensus on the political Web site CounterPunch.org, arguing that there’s no
evidence yet that humans are causing the rise in global temperature. After publicly speaking to
reject man-made warming fears, Cockburn wrote on February 22, 2008, “I have been treated as if
I have committed intellectual blasphemy.” Cockburn harshly critiqued the political left for
embracing climate alarmism. “This turn to climate catastrophism is tied into the decline of the
left, and the decline of the left’s optimistic vision of altering the economic nature of things
through a political program. The left has bought into environmental catastrophism because it
thinks that if it can persuade the world that there is indeed a catastrophe, then somehow the
emergency response will lead to positive developments in terms of social and environmental
justice,” Cockburn wrote. [See: A July 2007 and a March 2008 report detail how skeptical
scientists have faced threats and intimidation - LINK & LINK ]
Left-wing Professor David Noble of Canada’s York University has joined the growing chorus of
disenchanted liberal activists. Noble now believes that the movement has “hyped the global
climate issue into an obsession.” Noble wrote a May 8, 2007, essay entitled “The Corporate
Climate Coup” which details how global warming has “hijacked” the environmental left and
created a “corporate climate campaign,” “divert[ing] attention from the radical challenges of the
global justice movement.” (LINK)
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M
MALARIA
An Inconvenient Eradication: Malaria Deaths Fall Over 20% Worldwide In Last Decade: ‘It is
clear is that malaria has got nothing to do with climate change’
Malaria Declines Despite Local Warming: ‘The decline in malaria cases in the face of rising
temps is further proof that climate change is not a major player in rates of malaria transmission
in region’
Mosquitoes Ignore Global Warming Predictions: ‘Global malaria deaths have declined by nearly
40% during the past decade’
Another failed prediction: Incidence of malaria drops in many African countries; CO2 blamed:
Data Tanzania, Eritrea, Rwanda, Kenya & Zambia all indicate that incidence of malaria is
dropping fast’

MICHAEL MANN, PENN STATE & CLIMATEGATE &
‘HOCKEY STICK’ PROFESSOR
Climate Depot’s FactSheet on Mann’s Various ‘Hockey Stick’ Creations -- The ‘most
discredited study in history of Science’
Mann at it again! ‘Very erroneous conclusions’- Michael Mann’s newest invention! The
Hurricane ‘Hockey Stick!’ -- Climate Depot’s FactSheet on Mann’s Various ‘Hockey Stick’
Creations

MODELS
UN IPCC lead author, Dr. Kevin Trenberth called climate models “story lines” in 2007. “In fact
there are no predictions by IPCC at all. And there never have been. The IPCC instead proffers
‘what if’ projections of future climate that correspond to certain emissions scenarios,” Trenberth
wrote in journal Nature’s blog on June 4, 2007. Trenberth also admitted that the climate models
have major shortcomings because “they do not consider many things like the recovery of the
ozone layer, for instance, or observed trends in forcing agents. There is no estimate, even
probabilistically, as to the likelihood of any emissions scenario and no best guess.” (LINK)
In 2007, Dr. Jim Renwick, a top UN IPCC scientist, admitted that climate models do not account
for half the variability in nature and thus are not reliable. “Half of the variability in the climate
system is not predictable, so we don’t expect to do terrifically well,” Renwick conceded. (LINK)
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IPCC reviewer and climate researcher Dr Vincent Gray, of New Zealand: “All [UN IPCC does]
is make ‘projections’ and ‘estimates’. No climate model has ever been properly tested, which is
what ‘validation’ means, and their ‘projections’ are nothing more than the opinions of ‘experts’
with a conflict of interest, because they are paid to produce the models. There is no actual
scientific evidence for all these ‘projections’ and ‘estimates,’“ Gray noted. (LINK) & (LINK)
In addition, atmospheric scientist Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, a scientific pioneer in the development
of numerical weather prediction and former director of research at The Netherlands’ Royal
National Meteorological Institute, compared scientists who promote computer models predicting
future climate doom to unlicensed “software engineers.” “I am of the opinion that most scientists
engaged in the design, development, and tuning of climate models are in fact software engineers.
They are unlicensed, hence unqualified to sell their products to society,” Tennekes wrote on
February 28, 2007. (LINK)
Ivy League forecasting pioneer Dr. Scott Armstrong “Of 89 principles [of forecasting], the UN
IPCC violated 72.” – January 28, 2009
Forecast Pioneers: Climate modelers violated 49 principles of forecasting - June 16, 2009
Warmists reach new low: Climate model output is now ‘data’ -- ‘The most dire climate models
show temps in Idaho rising an avg. of 9 degrees in 70 years, Trout Unlimited’s Seth Wenger
said. -- ‘I have to set aside my feelings and use the best data’
U.S. Scientists From Oak Ridge Nat’l Labs Claim Climate Model Predictions Are ‘Evidence’ Tarot Cards Next? – ‘We find evidence from nine climate models that intensity and duration of
cold extremes may occasionally, or in some cases quite often, persist at end-of-20th-century
levels late into the 21st century in many regions’
‘An Initial Look At The Hindcasts Of The NCAR CCSM4 Coupled Climate Model’ - ‘No matter
how well the NCAR CCSM4 can simulate certain aspects and processes of global climate, the
fact that it cannot reproduce many portions of the instrument temperature record during the
20thCentury emphasizes failings that call into question its ability to project future global or
regional climate change’
‘Greenhouse computer models are failing on every count...the last decade US winter temps have
cooled 4.13F’ -- ‘The claim that the October snowstorm was caused by global warming says
more about the lack of historical knowledge of past weather events by the person making the
claim than it does anything else’
Head of climate science advice at the UK Met Office: ‘There is no way to provide an accurate
prediction of the future’
IPCC’s Prediction That CO2 Will Cause High Temperatures Found Wildly Wrong, Scientists
Confirm -- New peer-reviewed research has found that the IPCC’s climate models are wrong,
and the prediction of ‘accelerating; global warming due high climate sensitivity is wrong’
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N
NATIONAL SECURITY
New study: Global cooling led to wars, famine and plagues in 1560-1660: Cold ‘caused
successive agro-ecological, socioeconomic, and demographic catastrophes’
Debunked: the ‘climate change causes wars’ myth -- ‘A total takedown’ of myth by the Center
for Strategic and International Studies
‘Since the dawn of civilization, warmer eras have meant fewer wars. The reason is simple: all
things being equal, a colder climate meant reduced crops, more famine and instability. Research
by climate historians shows a clear correlation between increased warfare and cold periods. They
are particularly clear in Asia and Europe, as well as in Africa’
Global Conflict Not Linked to Global Climate Change
‘Wars in Burundi, Chad, the Dominican Republic, Indonesia, Peru, the Comoros, Congo, Eritrea,
Niger, and Rwanda are so numerous that I could probably make a statistical argument that one in
five wars are due to the AFC winning the Super Bowl’
Climate Depot’s Inconvenient Rebuttal to ‘National Security’ Climate Argument – August 9,
2009
Shock News : Most Of The World’s Wars Occurred Below 350 PPM CO2
‘Now that we know that war is caused by global warming, I was very surprised to discover that
the vast majority of wars occurred before 1988 – including the War of 1812’
Discovery News: Cold times led to angry runts, famine, and war; warm times led to The
Renaissance
Remarkably sane article in Science: Warm periods are good, cold periods are bad
Time Mag reports: ‘Peaks of social disturbance such as rebellions, revolutions, & political
reforms followed every decline of temperature’ -- ‘Number of wars increased by 41% in Cold
Phase’ -- ‘Peaks of social disturbance such as rebellions, revolutions, and political reforms
followed every decline of temperature, with a one- to 15-year time lag’
Study: Climate change ‘not to blame’ for African civil wars -- ‘Climate variability in Africa does
not seem to have a significant impact on risk of civil war’
UN Climate Chief: Middle East Was Peaceful When CO2 Was Below 350 PPM -- UN’s
Christiana Figueres: ‘Food shortages and rising prices caused by climate disruptions were among
the chief contributors to the civil unrest coursing through North Africa and the Middle East’
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So much for climate ‘national security’ threat: ‘All Large European Wars Occurred With CO2
Below 350 ppm’
Peer-reviewed paper ‘thoroughly eviscerates’ climate war claims -- ‘The primary causes of civil
war are political, not environmental’

O
OCEAN ACIDIFICATION
Analysis: The chemistry of ocean pH and ‘acidification’ ‘There are reasons to assume that
marine life will not be overly affected by an increase in ocean acidity due to atmospheric CO2’
‘Ocean life evolved and survived far higher levels of CO2 for millions of years in the past.
Marine organisms actively create carbonate shells (using energy) which means crustacea, corals
and molluscs aren’t automatically prey to pH changes in the same way that say a limestone rock
would be’
New Research: Human CO2 Emissions Not Causing Ocean Acidification Hotspots
After only 200 million years of life, trace amounts of natural, harmless, invisible gas will
allegedly kill 100% of world’s coral over next 89 years
Rebuttal: ‘In fact, the scleractinian corals, which are the major builders of the reefs of today,
have been around some 200 million years, during most of which time both the atmosphere’s CO2
concentration and its temperature were much greater than they are today, which should
immediately raise a red flag about the proffered cause of the recent decline in reef growth’
Warmists’ ‘seem to understand nothing about Darwin’s theories which they claim to own’ -‘Corals have survived hundreds of millions of years of CO2 levels 10-20X higher than today’ -‘The fundamental tenets of Darwin’s theories are that as environment changes, living creatures
migrate, adapt or mutate in order to survive. The weaker ones die off, and as a result the gene
pool remains healthy. Coral reefs have continuously migrated through geologic history – due to
climate and sea level changes. There is no reason to believe that they will not continue to do so.
Only a flat-earth anti-science alarmist would believe otherwise’
New paper finds corals and mollusks transplanted to CO2 vents calcify and grow faster than
normal
Global Warming Has Not Caused Predicted Marine Life Apocalypse, Instead Marine Life
Enhanced Says New Study
Clams Love Higher Ocean Acidification New Research Discovers
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Sea Urchin Babies Unharmed By Ocean Acidification, Peer-Reviewed Study Finds
Seashells Thrived In The Jurassic At 1,000 PPM CO2
New study confirms global warming increases marine fish biodiversity: ‘Confirms that global
warming results in a net increase in marine fish biodiversity’
Scientists Determine Corals Are Highly Adaptive To Extreme Climate Changes, Global
Warming Not A Problem
Latest research: No, the Reef isn’t being killed by warming
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef Healthy & Unaffected By Climate Change, Peer-Reviewed Study
Determines
Warming gives us more reefs, not fewer: Peer-Reviewed research in GRL from Japan’s National
Institute for Env. Studies shows that warmer seas indeed help reefs, not hurt them
Ocean Acidification Will Not Endanger Antarctic Species, Scientists Discover
Even At CO2 Levels of 3,000+ ppm, New Research Shows That Sea Life Is Safe From Ocean
Acidification
Epic Fail: Past Alarm. 2002 Prediction: 40% of World’s Coral gone by 2010 -- Reality Check:
‘There has essentially been no change in global reef area over the past 10 years’
‘Coral Reefs Expand As the Oceans Warm’: Peer-reviewed paper in the journal Geophysical
Research Letters finds warming oceans expand the range of tropical corals northward’ -- ‘Corals
are adapting to climate change and expanding, not contracting’
New Research: Coral Reefs Will Thrive & Expand With A Warmer Global Climate
‘Corals Survived 600 Million Years – Survived Temperature Swings Of 20C – Survived 2,000
PPM CO2 – But Are Doomed By 0.7C Warming’
Ocean Acidification Slapped Down: ‘The oceans are alkaline, not acid. The 30% number is
something they pulled out of their posteriors’
‘Corals and shellfish evolved when atmospheric CO2 levels were 10-20X higher than today. It is
beyond ludicrous to claim that CO2 is reducing their ability to form shells. The chemical
properties of Aragonite have not changed’ -- ‘These people are determined to take control of
world governance no matter how many lies they have to tell.’
Ocean Acidification Database: ‘Claims of impending marine species extinctions driven by
increases in atmosphere’s CO2 concentration do not appear to be founded in empirical reality’
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Coral Bleaching: ‘Global warming causes coral bleaching – and there is absolutely no doubt
about it, right?’ Ah, think again, peer-reviewed papers challenge the premise
The Findings of 3 New Peer-Reviewed Studies: Coral Reef Damage From CO2-Warming Was
Overblown Hype
Another Marine Species Study Confirms That The “Ocean Acidification” Fear Is Without Merit
More Sea Acidification Studies Debunk Fantasy Fears: Sea Urchins Even Thrive With 5,000
PPM CO2 Levels
Marine Life Survived 8X Current CO2 Levels: ‘Nature has proven predictions of an oceanic
apocalypse to be as false as the other climate catastrophes predicted by climate alarmists’
Ocean Acidification Doesn’t Lead To Species Die-Off, Surprising Scientists
‘Oceangate nonsense’: S. African UN Scientist Mocks Sea Level and Ocean Acidification Fears
-- Sea Level ‘increase is equal to the width of your thumbnail every 10 years’ -- ‘The time must
come when these alarmists and their institutions are exposed for what they are’
What Damage Has Human CO2 Emissions Done To Coral Reefs? New Peer-Research Says
‘Nada’
Peer-Reviewed Research Shows Shellfish Don’t Suffer From Elevated CO2 Per The Alarmist
Speculation
UN IPCC Scientist Rejects Ocean Acidification Claims: ‘The oceans and coastal zones have
been far warmer and colder and much more acidic in the past than is projected by climate
models’ -- ‘Marine life has been in the oceans nearly since when they were formed. During the
millennia life endured and responded to CO2 levels well beyond anything projected’

OCEAN HEAT CONTENT
Ocean heat content failing to rise.
UK Met Office Admits That The Ocean Isn’t Warming: ‘There has been a pause in this warming
during the period from 2003 to 2010’
The ocean ate my global warming! ‘That’s what NCAR’s Gerald Meehl says -- But this is more
Playstation® climatology’
Lack of Ocean Heat Affirms Massive Failure By IPCC Climate Models, Latest NOAA Data
Shows
New paper shows unprecedented decrease in ocean warming since 1992
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Climatologist Dr. Roy Spencer: ‘More Evidence that Global Warming is a False Alarm’ -‘Maybe the missing heat is missing because it does not really exist’
Finally, warmist UK Met office admits ocean warming has stopped! ‘Pause in upper ocean
warming explained’ (Will they blame lack of ocean warming on Chinese coal as well!?)

MICHAEL OPPENHEIMER
UN IPCC’s Michael Oppenheimer: ‘An activist first -- A scientist a distant second’ -- Scientific
work ‘roundly trashed’ even by fellow warmists! -- Oppenheimer’s climate immigration study
‘reeked the stench of scientific corruption’

OVERPOPULATION
Relax: Laugh at silly predictions of overpopulation: Climate Depot’s Factsheet on
Overpopulation – ‘Is too few people the new ‘population problem?’
Accurate Tribute to Paul Ehrlich: ‘Mad...Kook...Lunatic...Disgraced...Worse than Hitler...fearmonger...parasite on Academic system...Bernie Madoff of science’
Keep Your Eco-Wacko Ideas Off Our Testicles! 1969: Ehrlich & Holdren Promote vasectomies
to fight off ‘misery’ of overpopulation -- Looney & Loonier: Ehrlich & Holdren: ‘We should ask
how many vasectomies could be performed by a program funded with the 1.8 billion dollars...it
cannot be emphasized enough that if the population control measures are not initiated
immediately and effectively, all the technology man can bring to bear will not fend off the
misery to come’
John Lennon from the grave makes scientific chumps out of John Holdren & Paul Ehrlich!
Flashback Lennon in 1970’s: ‘I don’t believe in overpopulation. It is a myth’
Fred Pearce in Eco-Mag. Grist in 2010: ‘The population bomb that I remember being scared by
40 years ago as a schoolkid is being defused fast’ -- ‘Why don’t we hear more about it? Because
it doesn’t fit the doomsday agenda...Half the world now has fewer than the ‘replacement level’ of
children. That includes Europe, North America, and the Caribbean, most of the Far East from
Japan to Thailand, and much of the Middle East from Algeria to Iran’ (For more reality checks
on overpopulation fears see here.)
Paul Ehrlich in 1970: Overpopulation causes madness! ‘We’ve stacked 75,000 people to the
square mile on Manhattan and 81.% suffer from some degree of neurotic or psychotic
disturbance’
Overpopulation: ‘Could Overpopulation Save The Earth From Global Warming?’
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More on Paul Ehrlich’s Failed Predictions: ‘Forecasts that have been proven false–and
embarrassingly so...falsities indicate a false worldview, not some errant here-and-there facts’
Laugh at Discredited Paul Ehrlich’s failed predictions: ‘If I were a gambler, I would take even
money that England will not exist in the year 2000.’
More Lunacy: Paul Ehrlich in 1972 : ‘Unless We are Extremely Lucky, Everyone Will
Disappear In A Cloud Of Blue Steam’
John Holdren – ‘Recycling 1932 Toxic Intellectual Waste’ -- Flashback NYT in 1932: Darwin
Son ‘Predicts Civilization’s Doom Unless Century Brings Wide Eugenic Reforms’
More Holdren & Ehrlich Woes: Environmentalist Stewart Brand: ‘By 2nd Half of Century, the
Population Crisis Will Be Seen As Not Enough People’ -- ‘There are fewer and fewer
people...over 1/2 of nations of world now have a below-replacement birth rate. We’ll level off
probably below 9 billion & then head down from there...Stopping economic development is an
agenda of some of my fellow environmentalists and I think it’s actually unjust because a lot of
people are getting out of poverty for 1st time and to say, ‘No stay in poverty, because poverty is
so green,’ -- is not something we can say’

P
PINE BEETLE
Pine Beetle Climate Myths Exposed: ‘Reality appears to be that pine beetle, much like fire, is
simply a natural process forests go through’

POLAR BEARS
Alaska’s coordinator for endangered species: ‘Polar bears are at an all-time high of abundance
level’: ‘The only reason the service listed them was based on speculation from fairly untested
models based on what the fate of polar bears may be in the future’
Canadian Inuit declare polar bears not at climate risk: ‘Polar bear population is very, very
healthy’ -- ‘We live in polar bear country. We understand the polar bears, and we do actually
think our polar bear population is very, very healthy’ -- ‘Unanimous in their belief that polar
bears have not declined’
Only 3 Manhattans Of Ice Per Polar Bear: ‘Arctic ice has sunk to a dangerously low level,where
each Polar Bear only gets three Manhattans of ice to claim as their own’
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Report: No Decline in Polar Bear Population: Polar Bear Population Frozen At 20,000-25,000 -‘no change in the overall global population’
U.S. Senate Report Debunks Polar Bear Extinction Fears: Evolutionary Biologist and
Paleozoologist Dr. Susan Crockford of University of Victoria: “Polar bears have survived several
episodes of much warmer climate over the last 10,000 years than exists today,” Crockford wrote.
“There is no evidence to suggest that the polar bear or its food supply is in danger of
disappearing entirely with increased Arctic warming, regardless of the dire fairy-tale scenarios
predicted by computer models.”
Award-winning quaternary geologist Dr. Olafur Ingolfsson, a professor from the University of
Iceland, has conducted extensive expeditions and field research in both the Arctic and Antarctic.
“We have this specimen that confirms the polar bear was a morphologically distinct species at
least 100,000 years ago, and this basically means that the polar bear has already survived one
interglacial period,” Ingolfsson said. “This is telling us that despite the on-going warming in the
Arctic today, maybe we don’t have to be quite so worried about the polar bear.”
Biologist Josef Reichholf, who heads the Vertebrates Department at the National Zoological
Collection in Munich: “In warmer regions it takes far less effort to ensure survival,” Reichholf
said. “How did the polar bear survive the last warm period? … Look at the polar bear’s close
relative, the brown bear. It is found across a broad geographic region, ranging from Europe
across the Near East and North Asia, to Canada and the United States. Whether bears survive
will depend on human beings, not the climate.”
Forecasting expert says polar bear models critically flawed -- Professor J. Scott Armstrong of the
Wharton School says, “To list a species that is currently in good health as an endangered species
requires valid forecasts that its population would decline to levels that threaten its viability. In
fact, the polar bear populations have been increasing rapidly in recent decades due to hunting
restrictions.
For more on Polar Bears go here.

POLLING
April 2011: Gallup Polling in 111 Countries: Majority of Human Race Does Not See Global
Warming as Serious Threat
September 2011: CBS News/NYT Poll finds public has mostly given up on global warming:
52% don’t believe global warming exists/or it is natural/or mixture of both -- 42% believe it is
man-made
Dec. 2011: Survey of more than 1000 Iowa farmers: 90% don’t believe that climate change is
caused mostly by human activities
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‘Academic embarrassment’: Prof. Jon Krosnick Exposed for ‘faulty’ climate polls -- ‘Skewed,
propagandized and presented intellectually dishonest and shallow polling analysis’
December 2011: Public support for tackling climate change declines dramatically in UK: 'Survey
shows 17% fall in number of people who would pay 'much higher prices' for 'sake of the
environment'
Dec. 2011: 'Climategate' email scandal shatters public confidence in paying to go green: 'UK
consumers are reacting to the financial crisis and a wave of 'Climategate' email scandals by
keeping their wallets in their pockets when given the choice of going green'
Survey: Increased Science Literacy Correlated To Less Worry About Climate Change
NPR: ‘Paper by Dan Kahan and colleagues at Yale Law School found the more scientifically
literate and numerate you are, the less likely you are to see climate change as a serious threat’
How the US’s Climate of Opinion Changed: ‘The global warming fad is waning’
Warmist Joe Romm is upset ‘Denier Industrial Complex’ has won -- Says ‘deniers’ beat
progressives at messaging, and of course he’s right’
Warmist Robert Socolow laments: ‘We are losing the argument with the general public, big
time...I think the climate change activists, myself included, have lost the American middle’ -Climate Depot Response: ‘Warmists’ lost the ‘argument’ because their claims were proven to
be sub-prime science. The public knew instinctively they were being conned by global warming
fear activists. ‘Losing the argument’ is not a result of bad communication -- but a result of bad
science’
Mother Jones Concedes Defeat! ‘The climate change deniers won’ -- ‘Global warming has fallen
off the political radar’
Public Opinion About Global Warming: Americans Growing Increasingly Skeptical -- Gallup
Poll Editor: Gore has ‘Failed’ -- ‘The public is just not that concerned’ about global warming
March 2010: How could Americans show less concern?! Gallup Poll: Americans rank global
warming DEAD LAST (8 out of 8) among ENVIRONMENTAL issues -- Not all issues! -- Only
28% of Americans worry ‘a great deal’ about global warming -- Water and air pollution,
extinctions, deforestation, toxic waste, all rank among higher concerns;
March 2009: Gallup survey found global warming ranked dead last in the U.S. among
ENVIRONMENTAL issues – 8th out of 8 Env. Issues; -Climate Fears Fading: International Survey: ‘People around the world view fresh water crisis as
planet’s top environmental problem’ – August 18, 2009
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March 2010: Rasmussen: 72% of American voters don’t believe global warming is a ‘very
serious problem’
Gallup: Environmental concerns hit 20-year low in U.S – March 2010
Gallup Polling: ‘It may be that the continuing doubts about global warming put forth by
conservatives and others are having an effect’
Gallup Poll: ‘48% of Americans believe ‘global warming is generally exaggerated’ -‘Americans now less convinced than at any time since 1997!’ – March 2010 -- Gallup: Concern
is ‘reverting to levels recorded when Gallup began tracking global warming measures more than
a decade ago’ -- ‘In 1997, 31% said global warming’s effects had been exaggerated; last year,
41% said the same, and this year the number is 48%’
I’m a free fallin, I’m a free fallin: Rasmussen Poll: ‘Only the Democrat base (35%) now thinks
climate change is man-made’ – Feb. 2010 -- ‘47% now think global warming is naturallyoccurring, cyclical phenomenon’ -- ‘Belief that human activity is the primary cause of global
warming has declined significantly’
Zogby Poll: More Americans Have Little or No Concern About Climate Change
2009: Climate Depot’s (Pre-Climategate) Polling Fact Sheet: ‘More Americans believe in
haunted houses than man-made global warming’ - 37% vs. 36%

Q
Coming Soon!

R
REALCLIMATE.ORG
Climate Depot Exclusive: Real Climate Exposed! A Comprehensive Report on the ‘Real’
RealClimate.org
Prominent scientist rips RealClimate.org: “If this were not such a serious matter, I would have
been amused by Gavin’s lack of knowledge of the differences between weather models and
climate models. As it stands, I am appalled. Back to graduate school, Gavin!” Tennekes wrote on
January 29, 2009. Tennekes, is an scientific pioneer in the development of numerical weather
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prediction and former director of research at The Netherlands’ Royal National Meteorological
Institute, and an internationally recognized expert in atmospheric boundary layer processes.
Israeli Astrophysicist Nir Shaviv has also been critical. “The aim of RealClimate.org is not to
engage a sincere scientific debate. Their aim is to post a reply full of a straw man so their
supporters can claim that your point ‘has been refuted by real scientists at RealClimate.org,’“
Shaviv’s website reported. Shaviv, who calls the website “Wishfulclimate.org,” noted that the
“writers (at RealClimaet.org) try again and again to concoct what appears to be deep critiques
against skeptic arguments, but end up doing a very shallow job. All in the name of saving the
world. How gallant of them.”
Pielke Jr.: ‘Gavin Schmidt admits to stealing a scientific idea from his arch-nemesis, Steve
McIntyre’ – February 4, 2009
Gavin Schmidt’s Antics Prompts Laughter From Scientist ‘“How am I supposed to get any work
done when I am laughing so hard?” - Feb. 2009 - Excerpt: Reaction By Climate researcher Dr.
Craig Loehle, formerly of the department of Energy Laboratories and currently with the National
Council for Air and Stream Improvements, who has published more than 100 peer-reviewed
scientific papers.
‘Is RealClimate.org’s Gavin Schmidt The Best Thing Ever Happened To AGW Skeptics?’

RELIGION
Catholic Cardinal George Pell in 2006: ‘In the past, pagans sacrificed animals and even humans
in vain attempts to placate capricious and cruel gods. Today they demand a reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions’
Aussie Geologist: Climate fear is ‘new religion for urban populations which have lost their faith
in Christianity’ - ‘IPCC report is their Bible. Al Gore and Lord Stern are their prophets’ - July 8,
2009
UK Daily Mail: Warming fear promoters ‘like medieval preachers, proclaiming to baying
crowds that the end of the world is nigh’ - July 8, 2009’ - Excerpt: “It is little over 200 years
since Europe stopped execution of witches, and less than that since Spain finally abolished the
Inquisition.”

RUSSIAN HEAT WAVE
Meteorologist Watts to Hansen: ‘Jim, get a clue, the Moscow heat wave had NOTHING TO DO
with global warming. It was a blocking high weather pattern’ -- Watts: ‘NOAA’s own work
concludes this: NOAA finds ‘climate change’ blameless in 2010 Russian heat wave’
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Was Russian Heatwave really unusual?: Why Rare Events are a Certainty: ‘The odds of such an
event occurring over 1,000 years are 48.7%!
NOAA’s Climate ‘CSI’ Team finds Russian heatwave had ‘no significant relationship to global
warming’
Prof. Pielke Jr. Slams new paper on Russian heatwave: ‘The Games Climate Scientists Play’ Paper claims 2010 Russian heat wave was, with 80% probability, result of warming trend -- But
this study ‘is another good example why I have come to view parts of climate science research
enterprise with a considerable degree of distrust...they made some arbitrary choices (which are at
least unexplained from a scientific standpoint) that bias the results in a particular
direction...seems to have devolved into an effort to generate media coverage and talking points
for blogs...The new PNAS paper sure looks like a cherry pick to me’

‘Global warming theory doesn’t come anywhere close to explaining why it’s so darn hot this
summer in Moscow...confluence of several naturally-occurring atmospheric circulation patterns’
Russia’s Fires ‘Caused In Large Part By Forest Mismanagement’

S
SEA LEVEL
Hiding The Inconvenient Satellite: ‘The most sophisticated sea level satellite is Envisat. It
doesn’t show any sea level rise since it was launched in 2002’
European Space Agency’s Envisat monitoring, global sea level revealed a “two year long decline
[in sea level] was continuing, at a rate of 5mm per year.”
August 2011: NASA: ‘Global sea level this summer is a quarter of an inch lower than last
summer’
The global drop in sea level followed NASA’s announcement that sea level around the U.S. was
declining in February 2011.
Planet Healer Obama Calls It: In 2008, he declared his presidency would result in ‘the rise of the
oceans beginning to slow’ -- And By 2011, Sea Level Drops! Obama ‘presided over what some
scientists are terming an ‘historic decline’ in global sea levels’
Northern Hemisphere Sea Level Falling For Almost A Decade -- ‘The European Union’s Envisat
satellite was launched in 2002. Sea level in the northern hemisphere has declined since they
started measuring it, and is now almost 30 mm lower than it was in the middle of 2004’
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Sea Level Falling 2.5 mm/year Since The End Of 2007
Peer-Reviewed Study in Journal of Geophysical Research: ‘There has been no statistically
significant acceleration in sea level rise over the past 100+ years’ - ‘Sea levels have been rising
naturally since the end of the last major ice age 20,000 years ago’
‘No evidence for accelerated sea-level rise’ says Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute –
December 12, 2008
Sea Experts Do A Smackdown on NASA’s James Hansen: Potential Sea Level Rise Is Only
Fraction Of Hansen’s Ludicrous Prediction
‘Oceangate nonsense’: S. African UN Scientist Mocks Sea Level and Ocean Acidification Fears
-- Sea Level ‘increase is equal to the width of your thumbnail every 10 years’ -- ‘The time must
come when these alarmists and their institutions are exposed for what they are’
‘No evidence for accelerated sea-level rise’ says Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute –
December 12, 2008
Yet Another One Bites the Dust: Tuvalu and South Pacific Islands are not sinking; Stable or
rising islands mock warmist claims
Climate Depot’s Factsheet on Sea Level
The claim: Tuvalu: Global Warming’s first casualty. Ten thousand people, Tuvalu’s entire
population, are packing their bags as their homes among nine low level atolls are being
swallowed by the rising sea. -- The reality: The last census shows that Tuvalu’s population
continues to grow.
UN IPCC scientist and sea level expert: Sea Level Rises...What Sea Level Rises?
Global warming may not affect sea levels, study finds - January 11, 2008
Excerpt: Excerpt: The most pessimistic predictions of sea level rises as ice sheets are melted by
global warming may have to be scaled back as a result of an extraordinary discovery that ice
persisted when the Earth was much hotter than today.
UK Ocean Research Center: Sea Level Rise Not Accelerating, Per The Actual Measurements
Analysis: Sea Level Rise is Decelerating: ‘According to both tide gauge and satellite altimetry
data, rate of sea level rise since 1900 has been decelerating, not accelerating’ -- ‘Rate of sea level
rise as determined by satellite altimetry has also decelerated over the past 5 years from 3.2
mm/yr to only 1.5 mm/yr’
Sea level FEARS Destroy property values! Higher floors, lower roofs: the town being shrunk by
climate change angst -- Climate HYSTERIA is real and happening now! ‘Residents in the Port
Albert village have been told that because of rising sea levels, new housing has to be built on
stumps almost 1.5m above ground level, despite fact many of the town’s original colonial
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buildings have withstood time and tide on ground level without ill effect since 19th
century...Residents have seen land values plummet by 38% in past year under the weight of the
overlays. Investment in the town has stalled’
AGW Wackiness reaches new low! ‘Retiree has been told he cannot develop his land because
rising sea levels will inundate his property by 2100’ Scientist Slams: A number of prominent sea
level groups pay their bills by making up absurd numbers about current sea level rise. Others
make up even more absurd numbers about future sea level rise. Sea level is not rising
significantly in Newcastle. That man’s property will not be underwater in 2050 or 2100. It is
time to make dishonest scientists accountable for their actions, just like every other profession’
2007 U.S. Senate Report Featured Scientists Countering Computer Model Sea Level Rise Fears

SPECIES
Species warming study mocked: ‘It rather clear that they didn’t investigate whole globe. It’s very
likely that they didn’t investigate the whole N. Hemisphere, either’ -- ‘The figure of 200 or even
300 kilometers per 20 years has clearly nothing to do with observed global warming rate...if
you’re an animal and you move by 100 or 200 miles, it’s 4 or 8 times more than the right
distance justified by ‘global warming’
The Backstory to the ‘Fleeing Species’ Claim: ‘Study Author Thomas’ track record is, shall we
say, problematic. It would seem that many of his peers hold his work in less-than-high regard’ -’Six months from now it may be Science’s turn to publish three critiques of this new paper. But
journalists won’t even notice. So we won’t hear a word about it’
AP’s Seth Borenstein Goofs! Claims ‘Animals across the world are fleeing global warming by
heading north’ -- S. Hemisphere animals flee warmth by heading North?!
Only 3 Manhattans Of Ice Per Polar Bear: ‘Arctic ice has sunk to a dangerously low level,where
each Polar Bear only gets three Manhattans of ice to claim as their own’
Report: No Decline in Polar Bear Population: Polar Bear Population Frozen At 20,000-25,000 -‘no change in the overall global population’
New study confirms global warming increases marine fish biodiversity: ‘Confirms that global
warming results in a net increase in marine fish biodiversity’
Co-founder of. Greenpeace Dr. Patrick Moore slams claim that ‘global warming causes biggest
shift of marine life in two million years’ -- Moore: ‘They are basically blaming every change
they see on global warming, even the return of a species that was native to the Atlantic for
millions of years’
Species Extinction Rates Grossly Overestimated -- Species loss claims in UN IPCC report are
‘fundamentally flawed’
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Species Extinction Rates Grossly Overestimated: ‘We don’t even know how many species
actually exist’
Flashback: Greenpeace Co-Founder Slams Species Extinction Scare Study as proof of how
‘peer-review process has become corrupted’ – Study ‘greatly underestimate the rate new species
can evolve’
Flashback: Next Eco-Scare is Here! ‘Biodiversity’: ‘The new Big Lie’: The green movement is
ditching ‘Climate Change’ in favor of species extinction fears
Flashback: UN Species Scares Debunked: ‘Persistence of Species’: ‘Earth’s plant & animal
species are not slip-sliding away – even slowly – into netherworld of extinction’

SUNSPOTS/SOLAR ACTIVITY
Sunspot activity plays a critical role in influencing global temperatures.
2009 Peer-Reviewed Study: ‘Sunspot cycle has a big effect on the earth’s weather’
Latest 2010 Peer-Research: Solar/Cosmic Rays Combo Is Driving Climate Change, Not Human
CO2 Emissions
Indian study shows climate change is probably caused by natural factors: ‘Most of the observed
temperature fluctuations could be attributed to cosmic rays’
Flashback Sept. 2009: ‘Sun Sleeps’: Danish Solar Scientist Svensmark declares ‘global warming
has stopped and a cooling is beginning...enjoy global warming while it lasts’ -- Svensmark called
it 2 years ago! Sun is ‘heading towards ‘a grand minimum’ as we saw in Little Ice Age’
Flashback: UN IPCC Global Warming Scandal: ‘Consensus’ on Sun is One Expert -- ‘The IPCC
relied on evidence supplied by just only one Solar Physicist, Judith Lean, to create their
“consensus that solar influence upon the climate was minimal’
Progress! New Scientist permits the sun to join the climate club: Runs an editorial today
grudgingly admitting that ‘The sun’s activity has a place in climate science’
Stagnating Temperatures: Climatologists Baffled by Global Warming Time-Out -- Global
warming appears to have stalled. Climatologists are puzzled as to why average global
temperatures have stopped rising over the last 10 years. Some attribute the trend to a lack of
sunspots, while others explain it through ocean currents. – ‘The fact is that the sun is weakening
slightly. Its radiation activity is currently at a minimum, as evidenced by the small number of
sunspots on its surface. According to calculations performed by a group of NASA scientists led
by David Rind, which were recently published in the journal Geophysical Research Letters, this
reduced solar activity is the most important cause of stagnating global warming’
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Forget Coal use in China; Warmists now claim the sun has stopped global warming!
Goodbye Sunspots?: Sun may become spotless for decades -- ‘a phenomenon that in 17th
century coincided with a prolonged period of cooling on Earth’ -- ‘Sunspots disappeared almost
entirely between 1645 and 1715 during a period called the Maunder Minimum, which coincided
with decades of lower-than-normal temperatures in Europe nicknamed the Little Ice Age.’
Award-winning Israeli Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv: The CLOUD is clearing: cosmic ray flux
‘naturally explains the large solar/climate links’
Israeli Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv: ‘IPCC cannot ignore that the sun has a large climatic effect
on climate’

T
THREE GORGES DAM IN CHINA
Dam in China not making Topeka weather more fickle -- Study: Three Gorges Dam Did Not
Worsen Climate Change -- ‘The much-maligned Three Gorges Dam received a domestic boost
when a study by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences found no evidence that the project
caused climate change’

TIPPING POINTS
Laugh Riot: 190-year climate ‘tipping point’ issued -- Despite fact that UN began 10-Year
‘Climate Tipping Point’ in 1989! Climate Depot Factsheet on Inconvenient History of Global
Warming ‘Tipping Points’ -- Hours, Days, Months, Years, Millennium -- Earth ‘Serially
Doomed’
It’s difficult to keep up whether it is hours, days, months or 1000 years. Here are few recent
examples of others predicting climate “tipping points” of various durations.
HOURS: Flashback March 2009: ‘We have hours’ to prevent climate disaster -- Declares
Elizabeth May of Canadian Green Party
Days: Flashback Oct. 2009: UK’s Gordon Brown warns of global warming ‘catastrophe’; Only
‘50 days to save world’
Months: Prince Charles claimed a 96-month tipping point in July 2009
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Years: Flashback Oct .2009: WWF: ‘Five years to save world’
Millennium: Flashback June 2010: 1000 years delay: Green Guru James Lovelock: Climate
change may not happen as fast as we thought, and we may have 1,000 years to sort it out’
It is becoming obvious that the only authentic climate “tipping point” we can rely is this one:
Flashback 2007: New Zealand Scientist on Global Warming: ‘It’s All Going to be a Joke in 5
Years’ (He wasn’t Optimistic enough -- it only took 3 years!)

TREES
Even the trees are deniers: 79% of tree species refuse to shift northward as predicted by climate
models -- ‘Fewer species -- only about 21 percent -- appeared to be shifting northward as
predicted’

TOADS
The claim: The golden toad was the first casualty of global warming -- The reality: ”There is no
evidence of a trend associated with global warming. Rather, the extinction of the Monteverde
golden toad (Bufo periglenes) appears to have coincided with an exceptionally dry interval
caused by the 1986–1987 El Niño event.”

THREATS & INTIMIDATION TO SKEPTICS
Climate Depot’s factsheet on threats, intimidation and censorship -- ‘At what point do we jail or
execute global warming deniers?’
NASA’s James Hansen has called for trials of climate skeptics in 2008 for “high crimes against
humanity.” Environmentalist Robert F. Kennedy Jr. lashed out at skeptics in 2007, declaring
“This is treason. And we need to start treating them as traitors” In 2009, RFK, Jr. also called coal
companies “criminal enterprises” and declared CEO’s ‘should be in jail... for all of eternity.”
In 2006, the eco-magazine Grist called for Nuremberg-Style trials for skeptics. In 2008,
Canadian environmentalist David Suzuki called for government leaders skeptical of global
warming to be thrown “into jail.” In 2007, The Weather Channel’s climate expert called for
withholding certification of skeptical meteorologists.
A 2008 report found that ‘climate blasphemy’ is replacing traditional religious blasphemy. In
addition, a July 2007 Senate report detailed how skeptical scientists have faced threats and
intimidation.
November 12, 2007: UN official warns ignoring warming would be ‘criminally irresponsible’
Excerpt: The U.N.’s top climate official warned policymakers and scientists trying to hammer
out a landmark report on climate change that ignoring the urgency of global warming would be
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“criminally irresponsible.” Yvo de Boer’s comments came at the opening of a weeklong
conference that will complete a concise guide on the state of global warming and what can be
done to stop the Earth from overheating.
September 29. 2007: VA State Climatologist skeptical of global warming loses job after clash
with Governor: ‘I was told that I could not speak in public’ (LINK)
October 28, 2008: License to dissent: ‘Internet should be nationalized as a public utility’ to
combat global warming skepticism - Australian Herald Sun
November 5, 2008: UK Scientist: ‘BBC SHUNNED ME FOR DENYING CLIMATE
CHANGE’ – UK Daily Express
U.N. official says it’s ‘completely immoral’ to doubt global warming fears (May 10, 2007)
Excerpt: UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland declared “it’s completely
immoral, even, to question” the UN’s scientific “consensus.”
Former US Vice President Al Gore compared global warming skeptics to people who ‘believe
the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona’ (June 20, 2006)
UK environment secretary David Miliband said ‘those who deny [climate change] are the flatEarthers of the twenty-first century’ (October 6, 2006)
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics (January 17,
2007) Excerpt: The Weather Channel’s most prominent climatologist is advocating that
broadcast meteorologists be stripped of their scientific certification if they express skepticism
about predictions of manmade catastrophic global warming. This latest call to silence skeptics
follows a year (2006) in which skeptics were compared to “Holocaust Deniers” and Nurembergstyle war crimes trials were advocated by several climate alarmists.
Splattergate: NY Times Cites Climate Depot: ‘What is actually very revealing, is that their
impulse --the intellectual strain that runs through alarmist movement --is to try to silence their
critics’ -- Morano: ‘They blame a handful of skeptics for ruining all their schemes, and this (the
Spattergate film) is them expressing their frustrations’
Barone: Warmists have ‘a desire to kill heretics’ -- Calls for capital punishment for ‘global
warming deniers’ - DC Examiner - June 9, 2009
Strangle Skeptics in Bed! ‘An entire generation will soon be ready to strangle you and your kind
while you sleep in your beds’ - June 5, 2009

TOILETS
Climate Depot FactSheet on the Demonization of Toilets and Toilet Paper and Diapers - Read all
about the ‘easily flushable science’
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TORNADOS
Big tornados at dramatic decline since 1970s:
Climatologist: ‘There has been a downward trend in strong (F3) to violent (F5) tornadoes in U.S.
since 1950s’ -- ‘Warming causes fewer strong tornadoes, not more’
Violent Tornadoes Have Declined Dramatically In The US Since The 1970s
NOAA Scientist Rejects Global Warming Link to Tornadoes: ‘No scientific consensus or
connection between global warming and tornadic activity’ -- ‘NOAA statistics show that the last
60 years have seen a dramatic increase in the reporting of weak tornadoes, but no change in the
number of severe to violent ones’
‘No link between tornadoes and climate change’: ‘Reasons for spiking death tolls are more likely
due to rise in number of mobile homes and chance paths that have happened to target populated
areas’ -- Scientists: ‘We see no correlation between global or US national temperature and
tornado occurrence’
NOAA CSI on the Record Tornado Outbreak: There is ‘no indication that the environmental
factors conducive to tornado development...’‘...have changed over the last 30 years, meaning that
no change has been detected. Absent detection, there is no attribution’
1975: Climatologists Blamed Record Tornadoes On Global Cooling

U
Coming Soon!

V
VOLCANOES
The latest data and peer-reviewed studies reveal that volcanoes have a big impact on global
warming. See: 2008 Study: ‘Lack of observed [volcanic] dust in atmosphere could be responsible
for as much as .18 to .36 degrees F rise (about 1/3rd) in avg. temp since the 1960s’ -- ‘Earth’s
atmosphere is comparatively free of volcanic dust, and that relatively large amounts of sunlight
are being refracted through the Earth’s atmosphere’
New study in PNAS suggests that the volcanic impact on climate may be significantly
underestimated
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New NASA paper in peer-reviewed Geophysical Research Letters contradicts Kaufmann et al
saying it’s volcanoes, not China coal: ‘Observed trend is mainly driven by a series of moderate
but increasingly intense volcanic eruptions’

W
WATER
Another Climate FAIL: New Research Casts Doubt on Doomsday Himalayan Water Shortage
Predictions -- Flashback 2009 in Copenhagen: UK PM Gordon Brown: ‘In 25 years the glaciers
that provide water for 3/4 of a billion people will disappear entirely’
2011 Reality Check: ‘Overstatements about the impacts are rampant in the Himalayas...’The idea
that 1.4 billion people are going to be without water when the glaciers melt is just not the case’

WILDFIRES
‘Data from both U.S. and Canada show number of wildfires has declined over the past 40-50
years and that the number of wildfires was higher during the global cooling scare of the 1970’s’
U.S. Wildfires Dropping 10% Per Decade: ‘US Govt’s National Interagency Fire Center reports
US wildfires occur half as often as they did 50 years ago’ -- ‘The 1970s (ice age scare) had a
huge number of fires. The IPCC predicted the exact opposite, claiming ‘global warming also
may increase fire frequency’ -- ‘In 1939,the US had a forest fire every 3 minutes’
Debunked: Climate change not to blame for increased forest fires -- Spanish researchers report:
‘The change in the occurrence of fires that are recorded in the historical research cannot be
explained by the gradual change in climate, but rather that it corresponds to changes in the
availability of fuel, the use of sources of energy and the continuity of the landscape’

X
Coming Soon!
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Z
Zebras
Zebras losing their stripes to global warming: ‘African zebras are responding to increasingly
warmer ambient temperatures by a progressive reduction in the breadth of the black stripes on
their coats. In each new generation, the mean thickness of each stripe is reduced by up to 6%, so
that more of the zebra’s coat will be able to reflect the sun’s rays, helping to keep the zebra cool.
In 50-70 years, says Dr. Ap Rhyl, the zebras’ coats will appear very similar to grey horses’ coats.
The stripes will be gone’ (Note: This Z entry is a spoof by Lord Christopher Monckton for
amusement purposes only)
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